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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is an essential and widely used process for the fabri-
cation of thin solid films for electronic, optical and surface modification applications. The
microgravity environment of earth orbit has the potential to improve the quality and increase
the yield of thin films grown by CVD. Assessing and developing this potential through solely
an empirical approach will be both costly and time consuming. Reliable and proven nu-
merical modeling methods for CVD provide an important additional tool to more effectively
foster the development of CVD in space.
This report describes the results of a Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program
to develop general purpose numerical modeling tools for CVD. An existing computer program
called FLUENT was the foundation for this effort. At the beginning of Phase I of the SBIR
project, FLUENT could already simulate some of the phenomena encountered in CVD, e.g.,
diffusion of mass, momentum and energy. Phase I implemented prototype enhancements
which are most important for CVD:
1. Diffusion of an arbitrary number of chemical species.
2. Multiple chemical reactions.
3. Reactions on a solid surface.
4. Deposition on a solid surface.
5. Reaction rate expressions which are user-specified.
During Phase II, these enhancements were incorporated into current versions of FLUENT.
Additionally, other physical models important for CVD were implemented. These are:
.
.
Full multicomponent diffusive transport of species as opposed to Fick's Law (which is
rigorous only for binary or dilute mixtures).
Composition dependent transport properties based on ideal gas relations, or the pro-
vision to utilize user-specified mixture property relationships.
3. Time-varying gravity field or motion of the reactor vessel.
4. Thermal (Sorer) diffusion of chemical species.
5. Thermophoretic force on particles.
6. "Body-Fitted", i.e., curvilinear, coordinates.
Many of the Phase I and Phase II physical models have already been incorporated into
the currently released version of the FLUENT software, FLUENT V3.03. (The FLUENT
software is licensed by Creare's sister company Fluent Inc.) The full complement of models
will be incorporated into FLUENT V4.2.
As described in the paragraph above, the CVD modeling enhancements have either al-
ready or will be commercialized. In addition, the new modeling capabilities have been and
are being used to support industrial CVD equipment manufacturers as part of Creare's con-
tract services. Judged by the Phase III activity already in place, this SBIR program will
provide important benefits to the CVD community.
FOREWORD
This report was prepared by Creare Inc., Hanover, New Hampshire, under NASA contract
NAS1-18648. This is the final technical report for this contract.
The work performed under this contract addresses Topic 15.06 of the NASA Small Busi-
ness Innovation Research (SBIR) program solicitation 86-1. Topic 15.06 concerns develop-
ment of computer software for realistic modeling of CVD processes. The work was admin-
istered by NASA Langley Research Center. Dr. Ivan Clark was the technical contact at
NASA Langley.
This report covers work performed between May 5, 1988 and May 31, 1991. The Principal
Investigator was Dr. Thomas Jasinski.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is an essential and widely used process for the fabrication
of thin solid films for electronic, optical and surface modification applications. The technol-
ogy of CVD has developed largely through empiricism and the cumulative experience of the
workers in the field. As advances in technology develop at an ever increasing rate, however,
a solely empirical approach is both costly and time consuming.
Significant progress has been made over the past two decades in numerical modeling of
many aspects of fluid flow. During this period, the cost of performing a numerical simulation
of a physical process has decreased by a factor of ten every eight years while the cost of
designing and performing laboratory experiments continues to rise [1]. This explains the
current trend toward the use of numerical simulation tools to aid in the development of
hardware and processes. The overall result is lower cost and lower risk.
The advantages of numerical simulation are especially apparent for R&D of space-based
processes. The cost and time involved in developing and performing an experiment in space
are very much greater than for a similar experiment on earth. Thus, there is a strong need
to substantiate the design of an experiment during hardware development and to implement
data acquisition capabilities which maximize the knowledge gained from the experiment. An
accurate and reliable numerical predictive capability provides an important additional tool
to achieve these goals.
The microgravity environment of earth orbit has the potential to improve many of the
various CVD processes. Assessing and developing this potential through an empirical ap-
proach will be, as described above, both costly and time consuming. There is, therefore, a
need for reliable and proven modeling tools for chemical vapor deposition.
Prior to this work, numerical modeling tools for CVD were largely developed ad hoc by
the materials scientist to meet the rather limited scope of a particular R&D program. In so
doing, only those effects important to the system under study were included in the model.
The applicability of the most "comprehensive" of these models was consequently restricted.
Modeling tools of adequate sophistication for the accurate prediction of the general CVD
process was the primary goal of this project.
This report describes the results of Phase II of an SBIR program to develop general
purpose numerical modeling tools for chemical vapor deposition (CVD). The modeling tools
predict flow process variables such as fluid velocities, temperatures, and chemical species
distributions within a CVD reactor as well as deposition rates on a substrate. Optimized re-
actor and process designs and a better understanding of experimental results are anticipated
benefits of such a predictive capability.
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The report is organized into five principle sections. The next section reviews overall
program objectives, and summarizes the status of the development effort at the end of Phase
II. Section 3 documents the enhancements made to FLUENT which extend its modeling
capabilities for CVD processes. Section 4 provides examples of CVD simulations which
exercise some of the new modeling capabilities. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the principal
conclusions of the Phase II work.
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2 OBJECTIVES AND SUMMARY OF CURRENT
STATUS
2.1 SBIR PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
The CVD process is governed by a complex interaction of transport phenomena (fluid flow,
heat transfer, chemical species transport), chemistry, thermodynamics, process conditions
(e.g., flow rates, heater temperatures) and component geometries. The process may be
either steady or time varying, laminar or turbulent, and may have properties which are
temperature, composition and possibly pressure dependent. Predictive methods must include
all these effects for accurate, general purpose modeling of CVD processes.
At the start of this SBIR program Creare developed and marketed a powerful computer
program called FLUENT which could simulate a number of the phenomena encountered in
CVD. (In 1989, development and marketing of the FLUENT software was undertaken by
Fluent Inc., a spin-off company of Creare Inc.) This SBIR program addressed the devel-
opment of an enhanced version of FLUENT specifically tailored for CVD processes. Thus,
the starting software had well tested and verified physical models and we could therefore
concentrate on the addition of new physical models of special importance for CVD.
In particular, the CVD version of FLUENT should be able to simulate the fluid flow, heat
transfer and chemical reaction phenomena occurring during CVD with realistic geometries
and boundary conditions. Prediction of temperature, velocity and mass composition distri-
butions in three spatial dimensions as well as surface deposition rates, are required. Both
gas-phase and surface reactions need to be simulated. Time varying gravity vectors should
be included to permit simulation of space-based processing. Results should be presented
in either graphical or tabular form. The menu-driven user interfacing must be extended
commensurate with the additional features provided by the enhancements.
An important objective of the SBIR program is Phase III which includes marketing,
support and continued development. As described in Section 2.4, Phase III activity began
early during the Phase II project with the release of some of the CVD modeling capabilities
in the then-current version of FLUENT. At present, Fluent Inc. plans to implement all of the
CVD modeling enhancements developed during this SBIR program in FLUENT V4.2. Thus,
the CVD community is assured that the CVD modeling tools developed in this project are
treated in a manner consistent with other software products, including verification testing,
documentation, user seminars, and portability between different computers.
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2.2 PHASE I OBJECTIVES AND RESULTS
The objective of Phase I was to demonstrate that FLUENT provided a suitable foundation
for the development of a general purpose modeling tool for CVD. The approach followed in
Phase I was to enhance the then current version of FLUENT, Version 2.93, to include the
most important CVD phenomena. The specific enhancements to be addressed in Phase I
were:
• diffusion of more than three chemical species
• multiple chemical reactions
• chemical reactions at surfaces
• mass deposition on surfaces
• user-defined reaction rates
A new version of FLUENT, based on Version 2.93 as the starting point, was devel-
oped with the enhancements listed above. This new version of FLUENT was called FLU-
ENT/CVD. FLUENT/CVD was demonstration tested on a sample CVD process: silicon
deposition from silane in a horizontal reactor configuration. This system and configuration
has a relatively large amount of experimental and numerical simulation data available in the
literature. FLUENT/CVD correctly predicted qualitative trends and compared well with
experimental data and other numerical predictions [2]. These favorable results satisfied the
principal Phase I objective, i.e., FLUENT was suitable for realistic CVD simulation. The
Phase I software was the starting point for the Phase II project.
FLUENT/CVD was delivered to NASA/Langley at the conclusion of Phase I.
2.3 PHASE II OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH
The overall objective of Phase II was to develop, demonstrate and deliver to NASA/Langley
a general purpose CVD modeling tool. In addition, the computer software would be installed
on a NASA/Langley computer so that NASA/Langley personnel would be able to use the
codes during and at the completion of Phase II.
The specific technical objectives for Phase II were:
1. Develop, implement and test physical models not included in the Phase I program but
required for general purpose CVD modeling. These included:
• Composition dependent properties
• Thermal diffusion
• Time-varying gravity
14
..
,
• Thermophoresis of particles
Couple all CVD physical models developed in Phase I and II with capabilities for non-
orthogonal geometry mapping. This would permit generalized CVD geometries to be
more accurately modeled.
Develop a "smart" pre-processor for the non-orthogonal geometry version to simplify
the input required for the generalized geometry description. In particular, this would
be clone for a NASA/Langley experimental CVD system.
Transfer modeling capabilities developed in Phase II as quickly as possible for easy
assimilation by NASA/Langley personnel and begin as early as possible a program of
verification against experimental results.
The approach to meeting the Phase II objectives was based on the development of two
separate computer codes. The first computer code developed in Phase II would be based on
FLUENT/CVD, the computer code developed in Phase I. FLUENT/CVD already had the
principal chemical reaction and surface deposition models required for CVD. The additional
physical models addressed in Phase II shown in item 1 above would therefore be implemented
and tested in FLUENT/CVD. The Phase II enhanced version of FLUENT/CVD would have
all the physical models for CVD addressed in Phases I and II. FLUENT/CVD, however, does
not permit generalized non-orthogonal geometry modeling.
Another version of FLUENT existed at the start of Phase II: FLUENT/BFC (Body
Fitted Coordinates). FLUENT/BFC permits accurate geometry modeling of systems with
non-orthogonal boundaries. In contrast, FLUENT and FLUENT/CVD would require a
"stair-stepped" grid to model boundaries which are not parallel to the coordinate axes.
FLUENT/BFC, however, did not have many of the CVD simulation capabilities that FLU-
ENT/CVD had at the start of Phase II.
The second item in the list of objectives above would be addressed by developing a second
computer code based on FLUENT/BFC. FLUENT/BFC would be upgraded to include all
of the CVD physical models addressed in both Phase I and Phase II of the SBIR program.
This new version would be called FLUENT/BFC/CVD. The "smart" pre-processor (item
3 above) developed to simplify the geometry input for the NASA CVD reactor would be
coupled to FLUENT/BFC/CVD.
2.4 SUMMARY OF PHASE II RESULTS AND STA-
TUS
All of the CVD modeling capabilities included in the Phase II program except for one have
been implemented in FLUENT V3.0. The lone modeling capability lacking in FLUENT
V3.0 involves the species boundary condition, equation 3.54; which represents normal con-
vection of species of surfaces, as occurs with deposition or etching. This effect is typically
15
small, however. The current release of FLUENT V3.0, Version 3.03, has been delivered to
NASA/Langley.
FLUENT V3.0 handles orthogonal geometries only. As described in Section 2.3, all CVD
modeling enhancements are to be also available in software which can handle curvilinear
geometries. Toward this goal, work was started on enhancing FLUENT/BFC in accordance
with the originally proposed workplan. During the course of Phase II, however, a new algo-
rithm for curvilinear geometry mapping was developed which would allow both orthogonal
and curvilinear mapping in the same code. With this capability, only one version of FLU-
ENT, as opposed to two as before, would need to be developed. And for the user, only one
version would need to be learned. For these reasons, FLUENT/BFC was scheduled for even-
tual termination from the FLUENT software family. A new version of FLUENT, Version 4,
would include the curvilinear, as well as orthogonal, geometry mapping capabilities.
Continued implementation of CVD models in FLUENT/BFC would have resulted in a
code delivered to NASA/Langley which would eventually be obsolete and unsupported. As a
result, the workplan of Phase II was modified such that the CVD modeling capabilities would
be provided in Version 4 of FLUENT rather than FLUENT/BFC. The "smart" preprocessor
for a particular NASA/Langley reactor would, as well, be configured for Version 4.
FLUENT Version 4.10 was originally released during the fall of 1991 and was delivered
to NASA/Langley. FLUENT V4.10 does not, however, include many of the CVD modeling
capabilities. These are to be implemented during the second phase of Version 4 development
and are scheduled for release as FLUENT V4.2 during the fall of 1992. NASA/Langley
will also receive a copy of FLUENT V4.2. The "smart" preprocessor will be delivered with
FLUENT V4.2.
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3 PHYSICAL MODELS FOR CVD
Physical modeling enhancements for CVD incorporated into FLUENT during this SBIR
project are described in this section. The enhancements are described within the format of
providing the overall CVD modeling capabilities of the end-product software. For example,
the entire conservation equation for fluid momentum is provided even though the principal
enhancement involves only the body force term. Through this approach, it is intended that
this section will serve as a concise and stand-alone reference for the physical models of
the phenomena normally encountered in CVD simulation, eliminating the need for frequent
reference to FLUENT documentation.
FLUENT incorporates physical models for many other phenomena than those within the
scope of the Phase I and Phase II effort. For example:
• turbulent transport of momentum, energy and chemical species;
• porous fluid flow;
• fan model (step increase in pressure);
• heat exchanger model (step change in temperature);
• absorption/emission/scattering of thermal radiation in an optically thick gas;
• non-Newtonian fluids; and,
• others.
Although these models can be used as needed in any simulation, they are not normally of
primary interest for CVD modeling. Description of these models is provided in the standard
FLUENT documentation, e.g. ,[3].
As described in Section 2.4, FLUENT V4.2 will be the ultimate repository of the CVD
modeling tools developed in this project, both for orthogonal and non-orthogonal geometries.
FLUENT V4.2 is scheduled for release by Fluent Inc. after the submission of this report.
During the course of Phase II, however, versions of FLUENT with CVD modeling capabilities
were provided to NASA/Langley, culminating in FLUENT V3.03 at the end of Phase II. In
order to provide a more complete reference, the physical models described in this section
will be based on the ultimate version of FLUENT, i.e., FLUENT V4.2. Distinctions will be
made as required, between FLUENT V3.03 and FLUENT V4.2.
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3.1 TRANSPORT EQUATIONS
3.1.1 Summary of Transport Equations
Table 3.1 lists, for reference, the conservation equations implemented in FLUENT. The
sections which follow describe these equations in more detail including assumptions and
restrictions which apply.
3.1.2 Conservation of Mass
The continuity equation expresses conservation of mass in the fluid:
Op
- v. G (3.1)8t
where p is the fluid density and G is the mass flux vector. Equation 3.1 states that the
rate of change of mass within an infinitesimal control volume in the fluid is equal to the net
rate of convection of mass into the control volume across the control volume surfaces. It is
assumed that there is no creation or destruction of mass. The mass flux vector, G, is given
by:
G = pV (3.2)
Substituting equation 3.1 into equation 3.2 provides the working expression for conservation
of mass:
8p
_ v. (pv) (3.3)Ot
where V is the vector velocity of the fluid.
There was no change to the continuity equation during the Phase I or Phase II projects.
3.1.3 Conservation of Momentum
Conservation of momentum in a fluid leads to the following expression in vector-tensor
notation[4][5]:
0V
p--_- + (V. V)V = V.r + _ piFi (3.4)
i=1
where r is the fluid stress tensor and Fi is the external force exerted upon species i per unit
mass of species i. The left hand side of equation 3.4 represents the rate of increase of fluid
momentum in an infinitesimal control volume; the increase of momentum is either stored in
the control volume (first term) or convected out of the control volume (second term). As
Newton's Law demands, the rate of increase of momentum is equal to the net force on the
control volume. The stress tensor term on the right hand side of equation 3.4 provides the
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net forceon the surfacesof the control volume while the second term on the right hand side
provides the net body force. Equation 3.4 actually represents three separate equations--one
for each coordinate direction.
The external body force, Fi, results from several phenomena. The most commonly
encountered body force is gravity. Gravity acts equally on each species in a fluid mixture.
Another body force, for example, may be caused by exposing the fluid to an electrostatic
field. In this case, the body force exists for only thoses species which have a non-zero
electrical charge. At present, only species-independent body forces are implemented. Also,
the body force may be a function of time but not of position. Under the above conditions,
the last term in equation 3.4 becomes:
:E p,Fi pF(0 (3.5)
i=1
Stokes' laws of viscosity relate the stress tensor, r, to the physical variables of pressure
and velocity. These relations can be found in many texts on fluid dynamics, e.g., [5][6].
The Navier-Stokes equations result when Stokes' laws of viscosity are substituted into equa-
tion 3.4. As an example, the x-direction Navier-Stokes equation in Cartesian coordinates is
shown below.
PS-i+Pvvu=-o---i+ 2Ox a
+ -&z " -_z + -&z + pF_(t) (3.6)
There are similar equations for the y and z direction in the Cartesian coordinate system
as well as for the different coordinate directions in the cylindrical or spherical coordinate
systems.
The Navier-Stokes equations, are implemented in FLUENT V4.2 in the Cartesian and
cylindrical coordinate systems. Table 3.1 provides for reference the appropriate expressions
in the Cartesian coordinate system.
A simplified form of the Navier-Stokes equations was implemented in FLUENT prior to
the start of Phase II. The simplification resulted from assuming that the divergence of the
velocity vector is zero:
V.V=0 (3.7)
High Mach number flows (greater than about 0.3) can not be properly simulated with this
restriction. For low Mach number flows (less than about 0.3) typical of most CVD processes,
however, V-V is small compared to the other terms in the Navier-Stokes equations. In such
cases, neglecting V • V introduces negligible error.
Removing the restriction of equation 3.7 was carried out under development of FLUENT
version 3 (i.e., not funded by the Phase II program) after the first version of FLUENT/CVD
was delivered to NASA Langley in August 1989. Therefore, this earlier version of FLU-
ENT/CVD assumed that V • V = 0.
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Conserved Quantity
Mass
Table 3.1:
Conservation Equation
Vector Momentum
Chemical Species
Energy
Summary of Transport Equations
Comments
ay
x-Direction
pD_ op_ 0 _ ,20u 2Dt -- Ox + pFr + _--_[p[ _ - _V • V)]
0 Ou Ov 0 r i OW Ou
y-Direction
Dv _Op O r _20v 2P-g'i = ou + pF_ + _-'_'_tPt,_ - 5V' V)]
o ou ov or./or Ow+_b(_ + _)] + _._; + W)]
z-Direction
_ = -_ +,Fz + £[,(_ -Iv. v)]
P--DE 0 Ow Ou 0 Ov Ow
+_[u(_ + _)] + _[u(_ + w)]
• No creation/destruction of
mass
• F = g(t) + a,_i(t)
• Body force
independent
F species
• Expression of Ji assumes
fluid mixture is an ideal gas
p-_, = -v. j, + P_; i=l, n-I
n-1
Jn -- 1--_i=1 Ji
C 2 n
Ji = 7 Y'_j=a,_ti MiMiDijVYJ - nT VT_L"i T
Oh --V kVT V. (Ei=I hiJi) -I- _t + q2P'D7 = " -
• Ji for dilute mixtures
(Y_<< r.):
Ji = -pDin VXi --_ir_TTAT
• Neglect volumetric heating
• Neglect work of external
body forces
2O
Table 3.2: Nomenclature for Table 3.1
Variables Description
ani
C
DO
D T
F
g
h
J
k
M
n
P
R
t
T
v
V
w
X
X
Y
Y
z
GREEK
P
#
SUBSCRIPTS
i,j
n
x,y,z
OTHER
7)
V
D
Dt
non-inertial acceleration of solution domain
molar concentration
multicomponent mass diffusion coefficient
thermal diffusion coefficient
body force vector per unit mass
gravity vector
enthalpy
mass flux vector
thermal conductivity
molecular weight
number of species in the fluid mixture
pressure
species generation rate per unit volume
time
temperature
x-direction velocity
y-direction velocity
vector velocity
z-direction velocity
coordinate direction
mass fraction
coordinate direction
mole fraction
coordinate direction
density
viscosity
viscous dissipation, see Eq. 3.29
species designation
currier gas species
coordinate direction
binary diffusion coefficient
vector gradient operator
0 _ v_.0 w _= 0-7+u + 0.u + 0z
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FLUENT V3.03 delivered at the end of the project and FLUENT V4.2, however, remove
this restriction and the conservation of momentum equations are as shown in Table 3.1. The
enhancements made to the momentum equations under the Phase II effort involve time-
varying body forces to (1) simulate changing magnitude and direction of the gravity vector
and (2) the effect of motion of the solution domain. These enhancements are described in
the following sections.
3.1.3.1 Time-Varylng Gravity
The gravity component of the body force P(t) was enhanced during Phase II to allow each
component of the gravity vector, g, to vary with time. Prior to Phase II, the gravity vector
was time invariant. Input menus have been implemented for setting time-varying values of
g in any coordinate direction in Cartesian or cylindrical coordinates. A constant value of g
is used for a steady-state model.
3.1.3.2 Non-Inertial Frame of Reference
The modeling available at the end of Phase I assumed that the solution domain remains fixed
to or travels at a constant velocity with respect to an inertial frame of reference. It may
occur, however, that the physical boundaries of the flow domain (e.g., the confining walls)
are not moving at a constant velocity with respect to an inertial reference. This would be
the case, for example, for a CVD reactor rigidly attached to the structure of a space station
when the space station rotates on its own axis and/or experiences structural vibration known
as "g-jitter".
Simulation of fluid flow in a process for which the flow boundaries are non-inertial may
be accomplished in two ways. First, the frame of reference in the numerical model may be a
convenient inertial frame of reference. In this case, the boundaries of the flow domain must
accelerate in a prescribed fashion with respect to the inertial frame of reference. Computa-
tionally, this requires a complex remapping of the physical flow domain on the inertial frame
of reference at each successive time step. The second treatment considers that the frame of
reference for the numerical model is non-inertial and fixed to the accelerating flow-domain.
In this case, an "inertial" body force must be applied to each control volume in the flow
domain. The inertial body force is related to the acceleration of the flow-domain as follows
[51:
f,_i(t) = p(a,_i + ocnl xr + 2co x V + co x (co x r)) (3.8)
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where:
ani
(:_ni
r
V =
body force per unit volume (vector) due to the calculational
frame of reference being non-inertial
linear acceleration (vector) of the calculational (non-inertial)
frame of reference with respect to an inertial frame of reference
angular acceleration (vector) of the calculational (non-inertial)
frame of reference with respect to an inertial frame of reference
angular velocity (vector) of the calculational (non-inertial)
frame of reference with respect to an inertial frame of reference
radius vector from the calculational (non-inertial)
frame of reference to a point in the flow domain
fluid velocity in the calculational (non-inertial)
frame of reference
The third and fourth terms within parentheses in equation 3.8 represent Coriolis and
centrifugal forces, respectively. In general, each of ani, o%i, and w may be functions of time.
The second approach for treating non-inertiM flow domains described in the previous
paragraph, i.e., that derived from equation 3.8, was chosen based on ease of implementation.
Thus, F(t) in equation 3.5 needs only to include the contribution of fni(t) from equation 3.8.
As a simple example, the total body force F(t) on the fluid in a non-inertial flow domain on
the surface of the earth would be:
r(t) = pg + (3.9)
where g is the gravitational acceleration vector.
The linear acceleration term of equation 3.8, i.e., a,_i(t), was implemented during Phase
II. The time-varying vector components of a,_i are menu-prompted user inputs. Additionally,
in FLUENT V4.2 the centrifugal and Coriolis force terms in equation 3.8 are available for
simulation in the polar coordinate system where the axis of rotation is assumed to be the
same as the axis of the coordinate system. Non-inertial centrifugal and Coriolis forces were
developed separate from the Phase II program.
3.1.4 Conservation of Chemical Species
The conservation equation for each chemical species in the fluid mixture is [4]:
OXi
p---_ + pV. VX_ = -V. Ji + R4 (3.1o)
where: Xi = mass fraction of species i
Ji = diffusional mass flux vector of species i
Ri = net rate of creation of mass of species i per unit volume
The first term on the left hand side of equation 3.10 represents the rate of increase of species
i in an infinitesimal control volume. The second term on the left hand side is the amount of
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species i convected out of the control volume per unit time. The first term on the right hand
side represents the net rate of inflow of species i by diffusion. The diffusional mass flux Ji
is:
where: Pi --
Vi =
V =
Ji = p,(Vl- V) (3.11)
mass concentration of species i in the mixture
mean velocity, based on mass, of species i
mean velocity, based on mass, of the entire fluid mixture
The difference between Vi and V is therefore a measure of molecular mass diffusion. The
last term in equation 3.10 represents the rate of increase of species i in the control volume
due to all chemical reactions. If there are K chemical reactions, then:
K
R, = _ Rik (3.12)
k=l
where Rik is the rate of creation per unit volume of mass of species i by reaction k.
Prior to Phase I, FLUENT could handle only up to three species conservation equations.
During Phase I, the solution procedure of FLUENT/CVD was generalized to handle an
arbitrary number of species. This solution procedure has been carried through into Phase
II.
Each species in equation 3.10 introduces an unknown solution parameter Xi, the mass
fraction of species i. However, the sum of all the mass fractions must equal unity:
__, X, - 1 (3.13)
i--1
Equation 3.13 constrains the permissible values of X_ and of the total of n species in the fluid
mixture, only n- 1 are independent. As a consequence, only n- 1 species transport equations
are solved with the n th species concentration being determined from equation 3.13:
n-1
X_. = 1- _] X, (3.14)
i=l
Other unknowns in equation 3.10 are Ji and P_. The value of Ri depends on the values
of Xi and other solution variables (e.g., temperature, pressure) as described in Section 3.2.
The value of Ji is related to the solution variables as described in the following sections.
3.1.4.1 Diffusional Mass Flux-General Mixtures
A general expression for the diffusional mass flux vector of species i, i.e., Ji, is given by [4]:
J,=-- M_MjD_jdj- D T (3.15)
P $=l,j#i
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where: C
Mj
DO
dj
D[ =
= molar concentration of the mixture
= molecular weight of species i
= molecular weight of species j
= multicomponent diffusion coefficient for species pair i-j
= mechanical diffusion vector for species j
thermal mass diffusion coefficient for species i in the mixture
The first term on the right hand side of equation 3.15 is the contribution to Ji due to
concentration gradients while the second term represents the Soret effect---mass transfer
due to temperature gradients.
The mechanical diffusion vector is expressed as follows [4]:
K. V..._PPdi = 2-:-(Vai)p,T + XiZ(pOi- 1)
ai P
(XiZ pFi - E PjFjP j=l (3.16)
where: a i =
=
Z =
activity coefficient of species i in the mixture
mole fraction of species i in the mixture
compressibility factor of the mixture, defined by the equation of state,
Z=P/C[_T, where/_ is the universal gas constant
partial specific volume of species i in the mixture
The external body forces presently implemented are those due to gravity and to accelerating
flow domains (see sections 3.1.3.1 and 3.1.3.2). In either case, the force Fi is the same for
all species i and the last term in equation 3.16 is identically zero. (This term would not
disappear, for example, if one or more of the species had a net electrical charge and the
flow domain was in an electrical or magnetic field.) Also, the pressure gradient term in
equation 3.16 is neglected since it can be shown to be small for the small pressure gradients
usually present in CVD reactors. With these restrictions, equation 3.16 simplifies to:
di = Yi(Vai)p,T (3.17)
ai
3.1.4.2 Ideal Gas Approximation
Modeling of CVD using FLUENT assumes that the fluid mixture is an ideal gas. In this
case, the activity coefficient, ai, is simply equal to the mole fraction Yi. Equation 3.17 then
becomes:
and equation 3.15 simplifies to:
di = VYi (3.18)
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C 2 D2__
T _TT
J_ )_.£ M, MjD_jVY_
=-- - D_ -_
P j=l,j_i
(3.19)
The following identities are useful for converting between mass and mole fractions:
(3.20)
-1
=1
where M, the average molecular weight of the mixture, can be expressed as follows:
(3.21)
M=_=
----1
Using equation 3.20 and 3.22 in equation 3.19 yields
-1
(3.22)
X VM'_ _ DTVT
Mi _ Dij (VXj +Ji =P-_ J--_--] i Tj=_,j#,
(3.23)
Equation 3.23 is the expression for multicomponent mass flux, Ji, used by FLUENT in the
species conservation equation.
Note fi'om equation 3.23 that the mass flux of species i depends on the concentration
gradient of all of the species in the mixture. Also, as explained later in Section 3.4.2.6, there
are n(n-1) independent multicomponent diffusion coefficients, Dij, required for a mixture
with n species. When n equals 10, for example, 90 values of Dij are required.
3.1.4.3 Dilute Approximation
In many CVD processes, the reacting species are present in dilute concentrations in a single
carrier gas. When all species except the carrier gas are dilute, equations 3.19 and 3.23 can
be greatly simplified. Appendix A develops this simplification, showing that, if the carrier
gas is designated as the n th species, then
J,(i # n) _- -p:Di,_VX, - D TVT (3.24)
T
where Din is the binary diffusion coefficient for species i in the carrier gas n.
Tile first term on the right hand side is equivalent to Fick's law of mass diffusion for a
binary mixture. Thus, each dilute species diffuses approximately as if it were alone in the
carrier gas, uninfluenced by the other dilute species.
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Only the dilute approximation to Ji without the Soret diffusion term was available for
simulation of species transport in FLUENT/CVD at the start of Phase II. During Phase II,
the full multicomponent expression for ,]i including the Soret term was implemented.
The dilute approximation to Ji, equation 3.24, is used as default. The user has the option
of choosing equation 3.23, however, but at the penalty of increased computational effort.
For example, equation 3.24 indicates that when the dilute approximation is used, only the
concentration gradient of species i need be evaluated to determine the mass flux of species i.
In contrast, all concentration gradients are required in equation 3.23. Further, only binary
diffusion coefficients, :Dij, are required for dilute mixtures as opposed to multicomponent
diffusion coefficients, Dij. As described in Section 3.2.4.6, Dij depends on concentration of
the species and therefore must be calculated at all locations in the flow domain whereas the
values of :Dij are constant. Lastly, only n-1 values of :Di_ are required for dilute mixtures as
opposed to n(n-1) values of Dij for general mixtures.
3.1.5 Conservation of Energy
The expressions for conservation of energy in the fluid mixture are described in this section.
The development provided by Merk [4] is followed.
Application of the law of conservation of energy to an infinitesimal control volume leads
to the following expression:
where: e
q =
H =
iv ° _ -- " --D te+' V) -V.q V H V.(pV)Pb-_ 2
+ pVi. + v) + Q'"
i=l
internal energy per unit volume
heat conduction vector
net enthalpy flux due to mass diffusion
(3.25)
H = _ hiJi (3.26)
i=1
and D/Dt is the substantive derivative defined by
D 0 0 O 0
= U_xx + v--_-cjy+ W_z + 0"-t (3.27)D---_"
The right-hand side of equation 3.25 represents the various ways in which energy can be
transferred or produced in the control volume. The left-hand side represents what happens
to this energy--it is either stored (the transient term) or removed from the control volume
by convection. The individual terms on the right-hand side represent the following effects.
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v.(pv)
Zin.=l pVl •Fi
v.(T.v)
= net rate of heat conduction to the control volume
= net rate of enthalpy arriving at the control volume due
species diffusion
= work done on the control volume by pressure
= net work done on the control volume by external forces
= net work done on the control volume by viscous stresses
Q'" = volumetric heating
It is customary to eliminate the kinetic energy (½PV • V) from equation 3.25 by forming
the dot product of V with the momentum equation 3.4 and subtracting the result from
equation 3.25:
where:
?z
De Q,,,
p-_ = -V. q- V- H-pV. V + _pVi • Fi + (I) +
i=1
(3.28)
ep = r:VV (3.29)
(I) is often called the "viscous dissipation". Next, the energy equation is expressed in terms
of enthalpy. This is done by using equation 3.3 to express -pV • V as follows:
- pV. V = p- D___pp (3.30)
p Dt
Then, the definition of enthalpy, h=e+p/p, and equation 3.30 are substituted into equa-
tion 3.28 to obtain the general form of the energy equation with enthalpy as the dependent
variable:
Dp '_ Q,,,
pDhDt - V.q-V.H+-_+_i=lpVi. Fi +(b+ (3.31)
In the majority of CVD applications, the last four terms of equation 3.31 have only a
small contribution. In this case, the energy equation simplifies to:
Dh V. q - V. h_Ji (3.32)
P Dt -
Equation 3.32 is the form of the energy equation implemented in FLUENT. The last term,
the contribution of the species fluxes, was implemented as part of the Phase II project.
(Additionally, the pressure work term, Dp/Dt is available in FLUENT V3.03 and FLUENT
V4.2 when required to simulate high Mach number flows.)
3.1.5.1 Enthalpy-Temperature Relationship
FLUENT, as well as many other CFD codes, solve the energy equation with the mixture
enthalpy as the independent variable because of computational advantages. Most boundary
conditions and initial conditions, however, are specified in terms of temperatures and final
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answers are most conveniently interpreted in terms of temperatures. Further, temperature is
required for property evaluation. FLUENT must therefore be able to relate mixture enthalpy
to temperature and vice-versa.
The specific enthalpy of the mixture is given by the following summation:
n
h=_ X,h, (3.33)
i=l
Since we assume that the mixture is composed of ideal gasses, hi is a function of temperature
only. Thus,
dhi = Cp,idT (3.34)
which may be integrated to obtain hi used in equation 3.33:
hi = h°I,i + Cp,idT (3.35)
h_, i is the specific enthalpy of formation of component i from its constitutive elements at a
reference temperature To. Substituting equation 3.35 into equation 3.33 yields the expression
for mixture enthalpy in terms of temperature.
h = _ Xi h°],i + Cp,idT (3.36)
i=l
Obtaining the temperature as a function of mixture enthalpy requires inverting the func-
tional dependence between h and T in equation 3.36. This may be done explicitly when all
Cp,i are constant or linear. In the more general case, T is found from h by iterative means.
3.1.5.2 Heat of Reaction
The energy liberated by chemical reactions is not explicitly seen in equation 3.31. Rather, as
shown below, the heats of reaction are included in Dh/Dt. Taking the substantive derivative
of both sides of equation 3.33 yields:
Dh _ @, h.DXi @, Dhi+ X_ (3.37)
-6-i _,=1 ' Dt _i=1 Dt
Multiplying both sides by p, and substituting equations 3.10 and 3.34, equation 3.37 becomes:
Dh _ _ _ DT (3.38)
P Dt - Z hi(-V. Jl) + Z hiRi + p _ XiCr,,i -_
i=1 i=1 i=1
The second term on the right hand side of equation (3.38) is rearranged using equation 3.12:
n n K K n
E hiRi= E hiE R,_= E E hiR,_ (3.39)
i=1 i=1 k=l k=l i=1
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By definition, the heat of reaction for reaction k, Qn,k, is related to Rik as follows:
dQn,k
- _ hiR_k (3.40)
dt i=1
provided that the enthalpies hi are related to a common reference, such as equation 3.35.
Then, substituting equations 3.39 and 3.40 into equation 3.38:
rtg dQR,...___._k DT _ XiCp,i (3.41)Dh h;(V. Ji)- _ dT + P"D_P Dt - i=1 k=_ _=1
Equation 3.41 shows that energy liberated or absorbed by virtue of chemical reaction
(second term on the right hand side) is automatically accounted for by the form of energy
equation used, i.e., equation 3.31, as long as all species enthalpies are evaluated with respect
to a common reference temperature.
3.1.5.3 The Heat Flux Vector
The heat flux vector, q, is comprised of one component due to gradients in temperature
(Fourier's law of heat conduction) and another component due to gradients in chemical
species (the Dufour effect) [4]. The present implementation neglects the Dufour effect. The
heat flux vector then becomes:
q = -kVT (3.42)
3.2 CHEMICAL REACTIONS
Prior to Phase I, chemical reaction modeling in FLUENT was limited to only one reaction
with two reactants and one product. This was suitable for simulating the global aspects of
some combustion problems but not for CVD. During Phase I, the chemical reaction modeling
capabilities described in this section were implemented in FLUENT/CVD. During Phase
II, these capabilities remained in the Phase II version of FLUENT/CVD and have been
implemented into the released codes FLUENT V3.03 and FLUENT V4.2.
3.2.1 Reaction Stoichiometry
FLUENT permits multiple simultaneous reactions. The reactions can occur on the surface
and/or in the gas. Any species in the gas mixture may participate in each reaction as a
reactant and/or a product. The stoichiometry of a chemical reaction is represented as shown
in the following reaction equation:
3O
nI It
i=1 i=1
(3.43)
where: Iv_k = stoichiometric coefficient of species i
as a reactant in reaction k
It
vik = stoichiometric coefficient of species i
as a product in reaction k
.hdi = chemical symbol for species i
n = total number of chemical species
Each reaction is defined by specifying the stoichiometric coefficients of the reaction. For
example, consider the following reaction mechanism for silicon deposition from silane:
Reaction 1 (surface):
Reaction 2 (gas):
Reaction 3 (gas):
Reaction 4 (surface):
Reaction 5 (surface):
SiH4(g) Si(s) + 2H:(a)
Sill4(9) _ SiH:(9) + H2(g)
SiH (g) Si(g) + H (g)
SiH2(g) ---+ Si(s) + H2(g)
si(g) si(s)
There are a total of five chemical species in this reaction mechanism:
(3.44)
SiH4(g) SiH2(g) H2(g) Si(s) Si(g)
Note that a chemical species on the surface is treated as distinct from the same chemical
species in the gas. Thus, Si(s) and Si(g) are two distinct species. The stoichiometric
coefficients corresponding to the reactions in equation 3.44 are shown in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Stoichiometry Coefficients for the Reaction Mechanism of Equa-
tion 3.44
Reaction
CHEMICAL SPECIES
Sill4 SiH2(g) H2(g) Si(s) Si(g)
1 1
2 1
3 0
4 0
5 0
0 -2 -1 0
-1 -1 0 0
1 -1 0 -1
1 -1 -1 0
0 0 -1 1
t
uik (reactant) indicated by positive value
tt
uik (product) indicated by negative value
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3.2.2 Forward/Reverse Reactions
The forward and reverse directions of a particular chemical reaction equation are considered
as two distinct chemical reactions. The stoichiometric coefficients of a reaction in the reverse
direction are opposite in sign to those of the corresponding forward direction reaction.
3.2.3 Gas-Phase and Surface Reactions
Each chemical reaction is declared by the user to occur in either the gas-phase or on surfaces
adjacent to the fluid domain. Reactions 1, 4, and 5 of the reaction mechanism of equation
3.44, for example, occur only on surfaces; reactions 2 and 3 occur only in the gas. Identical
reactions are allowed both in the gas phase and on the surface, but are treated as two distinct
reactions (c.f., reactions 3 and 4 of equation 3.44). Surface reactions may be allowed to occur
only on portions of the solid boundaries of the flow domain while the other solid boundaries
remain free of surface reactions.
Surface reactions are treated differently from gas-phase reactions in the following two
ways;
1. For a gas-phase reaction, the rate of creation or destruction of chemical species is used
in the source term, Ri, of the species conservation equation 3.10. For a surface reaction,
the reaction rate is used in the boundary condition for the species transport equation,
c.f., equation 3.55.
2. A gas-phase reaction rate is defined on a volumetric basis whereas the reaction rate
for a surface reaction is defined for unit surface area.
3.2.4 Gas-Phase and Surface Species
Each species is declared by the user to be either a gas-phase or surface species. As described
in Section 3.2.1, a chemical species which exists in both the gas and on surfaces is modeled as
two distinct species. The distinctions between gas-phase and surface species are that species
conservation equations are solved only for gas-phase species and mass deposition is allowed
only for surface species.
Surface species are permitted only in surface reactions.
3.2.5 Reaction Rate Expressions
A reaction rate must be specified for each chemical reaction. There are two ways to define the
reaction rate. An Arrhenius-type expression has been incorporated as a default option. When
using the default Arrhenius reaction rate, the user only needs to provide suitable constants
in the Arrhenius expression. An Arrhenius-type expression is not always a suitable model,
however, for the reaction rate. In such cases, the user has the option to define a unique
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expression for the reaction rate via a "user-defined subroutine". That is, the user writes a
Fortran language subroutine which implements the desired expression for the reaction rate.
This subroutine is then compiled and linked with the object-code version of FLUENT.
3.2.5.1 Arrhenius Rate Expression
FLUENT uses an Arrhenius-type expression as the default expression for calculating chem-
ical reaction rates. The default expression can be written in several forms which differ
primarily in the variable used for the concentration of the reacting species: mass fraction
mole concentration, or partial pressure. Different but numerically equivalent forms of the
rate expressions are listed below.
RJk=(vJ'k-@k)MjT_k [Ake-Ek/nT reactYIc; '_] (3.45a)
" --u' 'T_k[Ake Ek/ftT ] (3.45b)
react
Rjk = (b'jk -- pjk)p¢_ZjkTZkMj Ake -E_/nT YI X_ 'k (3.45c)
react J
= ( 'jk - II (a.45d)
react
where: Rjk = mass rate of production of species j by reaction
k, kg/ma-s for a gas phase reaction and kg/m2-s
for a surface reaction.
T4jk mole rate of production of species j by reaction k,
kg-mole/ma-s for a homogeneous reaction and
kg-mole/m2-s for a surface reaction.
Xj = mass fraction of species j, no units
Cj = mole concentration of species j, kg-mole/m a
Pj = partial pressure of species j, Pa
p = local mixture density, kg/m a
T = local temperature, K
A__k = pre-exponentiM factor, units consistent with other terms
E_.._k.k= activation energy, J/kg-mole
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fl__kk = temperature exponent of reaction rate expression, no units
R = universal gas constant, 8314 J/kg-mole-K
uj__Lk = concentration exponent of species j in reaction k
of the reaction rate expression, reactants only, no units
!
ujk = stoichiometric coefficient of species j as a reactant in reaction k, no units
Is
ujk = stoichiometric coefficient of species j as a product in reaction k, no units
Mj = molecular weight of species j, kg/kg-mole
_k = _ ujk(reactants only)
Zjk = (l-Ireactants MfJ*) -1
The rate expression based on mass fraction X, equation 3.45c, is used internally in FLU-
ENT. The other expressions are useful when evaluating rate constants from data expressed
in alternative forms.
The user input parameters are underlined in the list of variables which follow equation
3.45. The user inputs which define the Arrhenius reaction rate do not depend on which
form of equation 3.45 is used. The units of Ak, however, depend on the numerical values
of ujk and flk and must be consistent with the convention of volumetric rates for gas-phase
reactions and areal rates for surface reactions.
3.2.5.2 User-Defined Reaction Rate
In addition to the default Arrhenius rate expression, FLUENT allows the user to provide
arbitrary reaction rate expressions via user-supplied subroutines. The user implements the
desired rate expression in Fortran language subroutines. The subroutine is then compiled to
create an object code version and linked to the object version of FLUENT.
The values of pressure, temperature and mass fraction of any of the chemical species are
available to the user subroutine. Thus, the user-defined reaction rate may be expressed as
functions of any of these variables.
In order to enhance stability of convergence, each user-specified reaction rate expression
must be linearized according to the following expression:
Rjk = Ajk -t- BjkXj (3.46)
It is the values of the parameters Ajk and /3'jk in equation 3.46 which are calculated in
the user-defined subroutine. These values are then passed as arguments back to FLUENT
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for calculation of the rate according to equation 3.46. The user-defined subroutine must
therefore include expressions for Ajk and Bjk for each chemical species in each reaction for
which the user wishes to define a reaction rate expression.
Ajk and Bjk may be functions of pressure, temperature and mass fraction of any of the
chemical species in the mixture. Since there are two expressions (one for Ajk and one for Bjk)
required to define a single reaction rate, there is some latitude in choosing the particular
expressions for Ajk and Bjk. In order to ensure convergence of solution, however, it is
required that the value Bjk be less than or equal to zero [7]. An expression for Bjk which
satisfies this requirement can always be developed by suitable adjustment of the expressions
for both Ajk and B_k.
As an example of the development of the expressions for Ajk and Bjk, we use the ex-
pression of Jensen and Graves [8] for the surface reaction rate of silicon from silane for a
one-step, global reaction mechanism:
Sill4 ---+ Si(s) + 2H2 (3.47)
Rsi = kPsiH4 (3.48)
1 + K1 PH2 + K2 PSiH,
where: k,K1, Ks = are constants
PSIH4 -_- partial pressure of silane
PH2 = partial pressure of hydrogen
Rs_ = deposition rate of silicon
Converting the partial pressures of equation 3.48 to mass fractions, and using the sto-
ichiometry of equation 3.47 to convert rates of silicon to rates of silane and hydrogen, the
values of Ajk and Bjk for silane become:
A=0 (3.49a)
and for H2:
( Msin, ) [ k T SiH,B = -K3 \ Msi 1 + K1TH2YH2 + K2TsiH, YSiH,
(2MH_ _ kYsiH4 T_H4 ]
A = K3 \_] 1 + K1TH-_H_I-_:TSiH, YsiH[j
(3.49b)
(3.50a)
B = 0 (3.50b)
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where: Ts_m = pTR/Ms_m
TH2 = pTR/MH2
It"3 = conversion constant
The source code which implements equations 3.49a and 3.50a is provided in Appendix B.
3.3 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Solution of the conservation equations described in Section 3.1 requires that boundary con-
ditions for the solution variables-fluid velocities, temperature and species concentrations-be
specified on the boundaries of the solution domain. Boundaries types of particular relevance
for CVD simulations are:
1. inlet
2. outlet
3. fluid-wall interface
The boundary conditions typically used for CVD simulation are described in the following
section for each of these boundary types.
FLUENT also implements other boundary types (e.g. conducting wall, symmetry, porous).
These are often useful for CVD simulation but aren't directly related to the work done in
this project. These boundary types are described in the standard FLUENT documentation
(e.g., [31).
3.3.1 Inlet
An inlet boundary is used to introduce the fluid mixture into the solution domain.
values of all solution parameters for the inlet fluid must be provided by the user:
The
• velocity components in the coordinate directions or gas pressure
• temperature
• mass fraction of each chemical species
With some restrictions, these variables may be functions of position at the inlet.
Except for increasing the number of chemical species, the inlet boundary conditions were
not altered during the SBIR project.
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3.3.2 Outlet
The fluid mixture leaves the solution domain at outlet boundaries. A precise specification
of the solution parameters at an outlet is impossible since the flow conditions at the outlet
of the physical hardware depend on the nature of the hardware downstream of the outlet
and this downstream hardware is not part of the simulation. As is typical of most CFD
simulation algorithms, FLUENT applies a gradient boundary condition at outlets; namely,
the gradient of all solution variables is taken to be zero.
Since the outlet boundary condition is not theoretically correct, it is important to properly
choose the location of the outlet in the solution domain. The outlet should be a region of
small gradients in the solution variables and/or located sufficiently downstream from regions
of principal interest in the solution domain.
3.3.3 Fluid-Wall
The interface between the fluid and solid boundaries requires boundary conditions for the
solution parameters.
3.3.3.1 Fluid Velocity
FLUENT provides two boundary conditions for velocity at fluid-wall boundaries. The default
boundary condition is zero velocity, i.e., "no-slip". Also available is the "slip" or "no shear"
boundary condition where the gradients of the velocity components parallel to the wall are
zero and the value of velocity normal to the wall is zero.
3.3.3.2 Temperature
FLUENT provides three temperature boundary conditions at fluid-wall boundaries com-
monly encountered for CVD simulation. The first, and simplest, is specification of the wall
temperature at the solid boundary; the fluid temperature adjacent to the wall takes the value
of the wall temperature. The second is the heat flux boundary condition whose mathematical
description is shown below:
q" = k OT (3.51)
where: q" = surface heat flux into the fluid
k = thermal conductivity of the fluid adjacent
to the surface
OT/On = gradient of temperature along the normal
to the surface in the direction toward the
fluid
For these boundary conditions, the user specifies the value of either the surface temperature
or heat flux.
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The third boundary condition comes into effect when the adjoining wall is a thermally
conducting region. In this case, the temperature of the adjoining wall region is a calculated
solution parameter and neither the interface temperature or heat flux is known a priori.
Under these conditions, the boundary condition relates the balance of heat fluxes at the
interfaces as follows:
K II
_k OT_ Ik OT) "_ _-'_ qk,._,_p,c_ (3.52)
-\ on)=-\
where the nomenclature of the gradient terms is the same as for equation 3.51 except that
subscript "w" designates within the wall at the interface and subscript "f" designates within
the fluid at the interface. The last term in equation 3.52 represents the heat liberated by
t!
all surface reactions occurring at the interface. The value of the heat of reaction, qk, is
calculated as follows:
n
qk = -- Z h_Rik (3.53)
i=1
where reaction k is a surface reaction, Rik is the reaction rate per unit area, and hi is
calculated at the local surface temperature according to equation 3.35.
The heat of the reaction term of equation 3.52 was implemented as part of the Phase II
project.
3.3.3.3 Chemical Species
The general boundary condition for chemical species at a surface expresses the conservation
of each of the species at the interface:
- Ji.n + Ri.s,,rl_ce - pXi(V" n) = 0 (3.54)
The first term in equation 3.54 represents the arrival at the interface of species i by diffusion,
either ordinary mass diffusion or thermal diffusion. Ji is defined in equation 3.11 and n is
the normal to the surface pointing toward the fluid. The second term in equation 3.54 is
the rate of creation of species i due to all surface reactions. The last term in equation 3.54
represents the arrival of species i at the surface due to bulk convection at the surface.
The convective (third) term of equation 3.54 comes into effect only when there are depo-
sition (or etching) reactions on the surface. When there are no such reactions, the velocity
component normal to the solid interface is identically zero. When there are deposition (or
etching) reactions, however, there is a net mass flux to (or from) the surface which indicates
that the velocity normal to the surface is not zero. For typical CVD applications, this velocity
is very small compared to the velocity in the bulk and it can be neglected in the momentum
and energy boundary condit.ions. For some conditions with non-dilute mixtures, however,
its impact on the species boundary condition, equation 3.54, can become noticeable.
The convective term in equation 3.54 is not implemented in FLUENT V3.03. It will be
implemented in FLUENT V4.2.
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For surfaces without deposition (or etching) reactions, equation 3.54 becomes:
- Ji.n + Ri,s_rface = 0 (3.55)
For illustration, Ji is expressed using the dilute approximation, i.e., equation 3.24:
orp:Di,_ + DT -_n + Ri,s,,rfac¢ = 0 (3.56)
If there are no surface reactions on the wall, then Ri,,_,_._¢ = 0 and equation 3.56 becomes:
= 0 (3.57)
1 OT
Thus, for non-reacting walls, the species boundary condition becomes a balance between
mass diffusion by virtue of the driving forces of concentration and temperature gradients.
Finally, if thermal diffusion can be neglected, equation 3.57 becomes:
=0 (3.58)
On
Equation 3.58 is the simplest species wall boundary condition implemented by FLUENT.
At the start of this SBIR project, only equation 3.58 was available for the species bound-
ary condition. The other effects were introduced during Phase I and Phase II of the SBIR
program.
3.4 THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Solution of the complete set of transport equations described in Section 3.1 requires values
for the thermophysical properties listed in Table 3.4. The values of these properties, in
general, change from one location in the flow field to another depending on the local values
of pressure, temperature and chemical composition.
Prior to the Phase II project, all properties except density were not composition depen-
dent and only binary mass diffusivities, as opposed to multicomponent mass diffusivities,
were available for modeling species transport. For CVD simulation, therefore, only mixtures
with dilute concentrations of reacting species in a carrier gas could be properly modeled.
One of the major efforts in Phase II was to enhance property evaluation capabilities con-
sistent with the enhancements made to the transport equations. As a result, all transport
properties may now be temperature and composition dependent and multlcomponent diffu-
sion coefficients and thermal diffusion coefficients have been implemented for the first time.
Table 3.5 shows the property modeling enhancements made during the Phase II work.
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Table 3.4:
Equations
Thermophysical Properties Needed for Solution of the
Symbol Property
P
#
k
Cp
hoj
:D0
Dij
D T
Density
Viscosity
Thermal Conductivity
Specific Heat at Constant Pressure
Enthalpy of Formation
Binary Diffusion Coefficient
Multicomponent Diffusion Coefficient
Soret Diffusion Coefficient
Transport
Not all of the properties listed in Table 3.4 are required for every simulation. The
properties required for a particular simulation depend on the modeling strategy employed.
In particular, most CVD processes involve all of the transport phenomena discussed in
Section 3.1. Under the most comprehensive modeling strategy, values for all of the transport
properties listed in Table 3.4 are therefore required. If, however, the Soret effect can be
neglected, the thermal diffusion coefficient D T is not required. Or, if the gas mixture can be
approximated as a dilute mixture, only the binary diffusion coefficients _Dij are required as
opposed to the more numerous multicomponent diffusion coefficients Di 5.
A considerable degree of flexibility has been incorporated for evaluating physical proper-
ties. Modeling options are available at each of the following levels:
Property Models: The fluid may be modeled (1) as an ideal gas or not an ideal gas,
and (2) with mixture properties composition dependent or not composition dependent.
Property Expressions: For any property modeling option, there is at least one and
usually more than one expression available to evaluate physical properties. In addition,
a user-supplied Fortran subroutine may be used for evaluation of composition dependent
mixture properties if the built-in expressions are not appropriate.
The choice of property models is discussed in Section 3.4.1. The expressions implemented
for evaluation of properties are described in Section 3.4.2
4O
Table 3.5: Transport Property Modeling Enhancements
Before Phase II Phase II Capabilities
Temperature Composition Pressure Temperature Composition Pressure
Property Dependent Dependent Dependent Dependent Dependent Dependent
p • ,(I) • • ° •
_/, • • Q
k • • •
cp • (2)(3) • •
, "Dij • • • • •
Did • • •
D'f' • •
(1) four species maximum
(2) temperature dependence of #/p
(3) pressure dependence of p
3.4.1 Property Models
The fluid type is specified by the user by selecting from each of the options below:
1. Ideal gas vs. not ideal gas.
2. Composition dependent vs. composition independent properties.
The mathematical expressions used for evaluating properties, described in Section 3.4.2,
depend on the property model chosen.
3.4.1.1 Ideal Gas Vs. Not Ideal Gas
The choice of the ideal gas property model (1) enables fluid density to be calculated by
the ideal gas law and, (2) if desired, enables other transport properties to be calculated by
built-in expressions based on kinetic theory. The built-in kinetic theory property expressions
are not available if the fluid is not modeled as an ideal gas. The ideal gas approximation is
appropriate for most CVD applications but, for example, is not suitable for liquids.
3.4.1.2 Composition Dependent Vs. Composition Independent Properties
The user has the option, with certain restrictions described below, to model properties
as being composition independent or composition dependent. Composition independent
properties may be suitable, for example, when reactants are present in dilute concentrations
in the carrier gas. In this case, the values of Cp, #, and k are associated with the carrier
gas and the values of Dij are considered to be those of each species diffusing as if it were
alone in the carrier gas. The option of composition dependent properties is more suitable in
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caseswherethe mixture of species is not dilute, especially when the composition is spatially
varying due to mass diffusion and chemical reaction.
The option for composition dependency may be selected separately for each transport
property.
3.4.2 Property Expressions
Transport properties for the pure species are computed during the course of the solution
based on local values of temperature and pressure. The functional relationships between
pure species properties and temperature and pressure are provided by expressions which are
already incorporated into the software. There is a choice of expressions for each property
except enthalpy of formation; the choice is made by menu selection. Thus, for example,
the pure component viscosity of one of the species in the mixture may be described as
a polynominal function of temperature or in terms of an expression derived from kinetic
theory. The user must provide appropriate numerical constants for each default expression
chosen; thus, for the pure component viscosity example cited above, the numerical constants
would be coefficients of each term in the polynomial function of temperature or values of
Lennard-Jones parameters for the kinetic theory expression.
Transport properties of a mixture of species are calculated based on the values of the pure
species properties and tile local composition. Default expressions for most of the mixture
properties are already incorporated into the software and are accessed by menu selection.
These are called "menu-accessed" default expressions. Additionally, mixture properties can
be calculated from expressions supplied in user-defined Fortran subroutines. Several user-
defined subroutines have expressions already programmed which are different from the menu-
accessed default expression; these are called the "user-subroutine" default expressions. The
user-supplied subroutines can be reprogrammed by the user, providing added flexibility for
calculation of mixture properties.
Sections 3.4.2.1 through 3.4.2.8 describe the menu-accessed and user-subroutine default
expressions and required user inputs for the properties listed in Table 3.4. For reference,
Appendix C lists the available default expressions. Section 3.4.2.9 describes the use of user-
defined subroutines for mixture property calculation when an expression different from the
user-subroutine default expression is desired.
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3.4.2.1 Fluid Density
3.4.2.1.1 Pure Species When the ideal gasmodel is enabled,the density of a pure gas
is computedasfollows:
PAzl
P= R----_ (3.59)
where AA is the molecular weight of the gas, R is the universal gas constant and P and T
are the local values of pressure and temperature, respectively. The molecular weight is a
user input while P and T are a result of the solution.
When the ideal gas model is disabled_ the pure-species density is expressed as either a
polynomial or piecewise-linear function of temperature. For example, a polynomial function
of fourth order is:
R(T) -= ao "JralT+ a2T _ -t- a3T a Jr a4T 4 (3.60)
The coefficients ao through a4 are menu-prompted user inputs. A piecewise-linear function
is shown graphically in Figure 3.1. The end-point values (T and P in Figure 3.1) are menu-
prompted user inputs.
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Figure 3.1: Graphical Representation of a Piecewise-Linear Function
3.4.2.1.2 Composition Dependent The density of an ideal gas mixture depends on
the mixture composition as follows:
P
Pmix = x, (3.61)
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where Xi is the mass fraction of species i in the mixture, .£4i is the molecular weight of
species i, and n is the number of species in the fluid mixture. The values of P, T, and Xi in
equation 3.61 are calculated during the solution; the values of Adi are user inputs.
When the ideal gas model is disabled, the mixture density is computed as the mass
fraction weighted average of the pure species densities:
Pmix = _ piXi (3.62)
i=1
where p; is the density of pure species i and the summation is taken only over fluid phase
species.
A user-defined subroutine for composition dependent density is not available.
3.4.2.2 Fluid Viscosity
3.4.2.2.1 Pure Species When the ideal gas property model is disabled, the viscosity
of pure species i, #;, is expressed as either a polynomial or piecewise-linear function of
temperature.
When the ideal gas property model is enabled, #i can be expressed as a polynomial or
piecewise-linear function of temperature, or from an expression derived from kinetic theory
[9]:
Pi = 2.67(10 -6) v/--_/T
_r2f_u (3.63)
All quantities are in SI units except _i(_). The dimensionless function Fl u depends on T*,
here defined as:
T
T* - (3.64)
The relationship between f_, and T" is taken from [10] and implemented in table format for
values of T* between 0.3 and 100. ai and (c/t¢)i are the Lennard-Jones parameters of species
i and are menu-prompted user inputs.
3.4.2.2.2 Composition Dependent Composition dependent mixture viscosity is ex-
pressed as a function of the pure component concentrations and viscosities. The user must
therefore provide information for the viscosity of all pure gas phase species when modeling
the mixture viscosity as composition dependent.
When the ideal gas property model is enabled, the menu-accessed default expression for
mixture viscosity is calculated from a semi-empirical expression derived from kinetic theory
as recommended by [9]:
Y_m
#mix = E
i=, E2=, Yj¢ij (3.65)
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1 2
1 + (u--'_ (m,) ¼
\t_j /
¢0 = , (3.66)
A simpler, empirically derived expression, called the "square-root" law, is used as the user-
subroutine default expression for mixture viscosity [11]:
ELI (3.67)
When the ideal gas property model is disabled, the menu-accessed default expression for
mixture viscosity is the mass fraction average of the pure species viscosities:
_=i, = _ Xim (3.68)
i=l
3.4.2.3 Fluid Specific Heat At Constant Pressure
3.4.2.3.1 Pure Species The constant pressure specific heat of a pure species i, Cp,i, can
be expressed as either a polynomial or piecewise-linear function of temperature when the
ideal gas property model is either enabled or disabled. When the ideal gas model is enabled,
a kinetic theory based-expression is also available:
1 R
Cp,i- 2 :Vt_ (f_ + 2) (3.69)
where f_ is the number of modes of energy storage (degrees of freedom) for species i. The
value of fl is a constant and is a menu-prompted user input.
The accuracy of equation 3.69 depends on the complexity of the molecule of species i. For
monatomic gasses, f_ = 3 (one for each direction of translation) and the value of Cp,i from
equation 3.69, _R/A,4i, is very close to measured values. For polyatomic gases, rotational
and vibrational degrees of freedom are present and fi is larger than 3. A diatomic molecule
such as//2, for example, can have two rotational and two vibrational degrees of freedom in
addition to the three translational degrees of freedom. The vibrational degrees of freedom are
activated, however, only at elevated temperatures. Thus, for diatomic molecules at typical
CVD temperatures, fi = 5 and Cp,i = rR/.h4i provides a reasonable approximation. As the
molecule becomes more complex, however, estimation of the number of degrees of freedom
and the temperatures at which they are active becomes a serious impediment to the use
of equation 3.69. In such cases, equation 3.69 should be used only to provide a reasonable
order of magnitude value for Cp,i when no other data is available. An alternate approach
to using equation 3.69 is to use one of the empirical methods which have been developed to
estimate the specific heats of complex molecules. The values of Cp,i so obtained can then be
approximated as a polynomial or piecewise-linear function of temperature.
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3.4.2.3.2 Composition Dependent The value of mixture specific heat is calculated as
the mass fraction average of the values of the pure species specific heats:
n
Cp = __, XiCpd (3.70)
i=l
Equation 3.70 is used for all default options: ideal gas property model enabled or disabled;
menu-accessed or user-subroutine default.
3.4.2.4 Fluid Thermal Conductivity
3.4.2.4.1 Pure Species When the ideal gas property model is enabled or disabled,
the thermal conductivity of pure species i, ki, may be expressed as either a polynomial
or piecewise-linear function of temperature.
When the ideal gas property model is enabled, a kinetic theory based expression for
ki is available. The thermal conductivity of a pure monatomic gas is generally related to
#i by a constant. For polyatomic gases, however, the relationship between ki and #i is
more complex due to additional degrees of freedom which also transport energy in response
to a temperature gradient. Specific heat information is therefore typically incorporated to
calculate ki. Different formulas have been developed to incorporate the specific heat data
into the calculation of ki (e.g., [12]), sometimes with dependencies on the type of molecule
(e.g., organic, inorganic, polar, elongated).
Euken correction [10] is employed here:
A relatively simple expression employing the
k,- 15 R _ M;4 Mi #i + (3.71)
For a monatomic gas, Cp,i/Adi = 5R/2 and the expression within brackets of equation 3.71
reduces to unity.
3.4.2.4.2 Composition Dependent Composition dependent mixture thermal conduc-
tivity is expressed as a function of the pure component concentrations and thermal conduc-
tivities. The user must therefore provide information to allow calculation of the thermal
conductivities of all pure species when modeling the mixture thermal conductivity as com-
position dependent.
When the ideal gas property model is enabled, the menu-accessed default expression for
mixture thermal conductivity is calculated from a semi-empiricM expression derived from
kinetic theory recommended by [9]:
n
kmix : 2 Yiki
i=, Ej_=l Y3&_J (3.72)
where, ¢ij is given in 3.66. Equation 3.72 is reported to calculated kmi x within 4% of measured
values for mixtures containing non-polar polyatomic gases including CH4, 0_, N2, C2H2 and
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CO. A simpler, empirically derived expression called the "cube-root" law is used as the
user-subroutine default expression for mixture conductivity [11]:
When the ideal gas property model is disabled, the menu-accessed default expression for
mixture thermal conductivity is the mass fraction average of the pure species values:
n
k j. = x,}, (3.74)
i=l
3.4.2.5 Binary Mass Diffusivity
3.4.2.5.1 Binary System When the ideal gas property model is disabled, the binary
mass diffusivity between species i and species j, :Dij, can be expressed as either a polynomial
or piecewise-linear function of temperature.
When the ideal gas property model is enabled, :Dij can be expressed as a polynomial or
piecewise-linear function of temperature, or from an expression derived from kinetic theory
[10]
1
T_j = 0.0188 _ + _P ?ja (3.75)
All quantities in equation 3.75 are in SI units except crij (A). The dimensionless function _v
depends on T* where, in the case of binary diffusion:
T
T* - (3.76)
The relationship between fl_ and T* is taken from [9] and implemented in table format for
values of T* between 0.3 and 100. The values of crij and (e/_)ij are estimated from the
corresponding Lennard-Jones parameters of the pure species i and j as follows [9]:
1
a 0 = -_(ai + aj) (3.77)
= (3.78)
Note, that calculation of T_ij by the default kinetic theory expression requires input of the
Lennard-Jones parameters for both species i and species j.
3.4.2.5.2 Composition Dependent Binary mass diffusivity applies only to a mixture
of two chemical species. The notion of a composition dependent binary diffusivity in a
mixture of more than two species is sometimes used, however, in order to approximate the
diffusion mass flux, Ji using Fick's law:
J i = - pDi,._, V Xi (3.79)
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The valueof Di,,,i. in equation 3.79 denotes the mass diffusivity of species i diffusing in the
local mixture as if the mixture composition were not changing. Allowing T_i,mix to vary with
the local composition can be used to simulate the first order impact of composition variation
on di without resorting to the more computationally intensive multicomponent transport
models.
The expression for 79i,mix is taken from [11]:
Di,mix = ,, (3.80)
_j=l,i#j _i:
When the mixture is dilute, equation 3.80 reduces to Di,mi x = 79i,i where species j is the
carrier gas. Equation 3.80, therefore, can be considered as an approximation for the effect
of non-dilute concentrations.
Equation 3.80 is only used when the dilute option of the species transport equation is
chosen.
3.4.2.6 Multicomponent Mass Diffusivity
Multicomponent mass diffusivities, Dij, are required only for the multicomponent transport
model for species flux Ji (e.g., equation 3.23). For a fluid mixture of n species, n(n - 1)
independent values of Dij are required. When the dilute transport model is chosen, Dij is
not required.
3.4.2.6.1 Composition Independent Polynomial or piecewise-linear functions of tem-
perature can be used to calculate the values of Dij when the ideal gas property model is
either enabled or disabled. Use of these expressions assumes that all of the Dij are com-
position independent and that data for all n(n - 1) values of Dij will be provided by the
user.
3.4.2.6.2 Composition Dependent When the ideal gas property model is enabled, a
menu-accessed default expression based on kinetic theory is available to evaluate composition
dependent Dij [10]:
A,t K ji - K"
Dij- Mj IKI (3.81)
where, IKI is the determinant of the matrix whose (i,j) element is given by:
g_ Mj " Yk for i ¢ j (3.82)K,j_ E
k=l,k#i
Kij =0
and where K ji and K ii are cofactors of matrix K.
for i= j (3.83)
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3.2.4.7 Soret Coefficient
When the ideal gas property model is disabled, the thermal diffusion coefficient of species
i, D T, can be expressed as either a polynomial or piecewise linear function of temperature.
When the ideal gas property model is enabled, D T can be expressed as a polynomial or
piecewise-linear function of temperature, or from the following empirical-based composition
dependent expression taken from [11]:
0511 ] n
M, Y, M0 ,ly,l
DT = -2"59(10-7)T°'6s9 _i=1 _.0._11v - Xi _ _! (3.84)
Equation 3.84 yields a negative value for species with small molecular weight and a positive
value for species with large molecular weight. Use of equation 3.84 in equation 3.23 will
therefore impact species diffusion such that heavy molecules diffuse less rapidly, and light
molecules diffuse more rapidly, towards heated surfaces.
3.4.2.8 Enthalpy of Formation
The enthalpy of formation of species i, h},i, and the corresponding reference temperature
To,i, are menu-prompted user inputs required for each species i undergoing chemical reaction.
Consistent with the ideal gas assumption, h_, i is a constant value without dependence on
pressure.
3.4.2.9 Implementation of User-Defined Subroutines For Mixture Properties
As described above, the Phase II effort has provided the capability to "tailor" mixture
property evaluation through the use of Fortran subroutines written by the user. Shell subrou-
tines for each property exist (except density) and, further, default expressions for calculating
mixture properties have been written and provided with the software. These are the "user-
subroutine" default expressions described in sections 3.4.2.2 to 3.4.2.6 and summarized in
Appendix C. The user subroutines can be rewritten by the user, however, in order to pro-
vide alternate expressions for calculating mixture properties. The remainder of this section
describes the steps involved for incorporating a new mixture property expression.
Incorporating a new mixture property relationship is a straightforward task. The first
step is to identify the appropriate subroutine as shown in Table 3.5. Then, the default
expression currently implemented should be removed. The default expression is bracketed
by the comments BEGIN FUNCTION .. and END FUNCTION . .. The recommended approach
is to "comment-out" the original FORTRAN source lines and add new FORTRAN source
lines which implement the desired mixture property expression. The next step would be to
compile the user subroutine and eliminate any coding errors. (The procedure for compiling is
system dependent: the user should consult with computer system personnel if the procedure
is unknown.)
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Once the FORTRAN errors are eliminated, the subroutine is ready to be incorporated
into the rest of the code. This is accomplished most easily by replacing the original version
of the particular user subroutine, sent with the original installation, with the new version
(the user may wish to retain a copy of the original version) and then rebuild the object code
version using the procedure described in the installation instructions which were provided
with the original program. This procedure will generally overwrite the current executable of
FLUENT/CVD. The user may wish to save the original version under a separate name to
allow access to the unmodified version.
The new version of the code should be tested to determine if the user-defined expression
is behaving as desired. This can be done on simple problems where the calculated property
can be computed by hand for comparison.
The procedure described above (coding, compiling, rebuilding, and testing) should be
repeated until the user is satisfied that the new mixture property expression is correct.
Table 3.6: Subroutine Names for User-Defined Mixture Property Calculations
Property Subroutine Name
Viscosity
Specific Heat
Thermal Conductivity
Mass Diffusion Coef.
Soret Coefficient
usermu
usercp
usertc
userdm
user&
3.5 PARTICLE TRACKING
At the end of the Phase I project, FLUENT/CVD had the same particle tracking capabilities
as the then currently released version of FLUENT, Version 2.99. This included calculation
of the trajectories of particles:
• of variable diameter;
• of variable density;
• injected at variable location; and,
• injected with variable vector velocity.
Particles striking solid boundaries could either "disappear" or rebound back into the flow.
However, a thermophoretic force on the particle was not available. The workscope of Phase
II, therefore, included implementing thermophoresis into the particle tracking capabilities of
FLUENT.
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3.5.1 Equation of Motion for the Particle
Particle motion is treated from a Lagrangian frame of reference; i.e., the frame of reference
is attached to the particle. In this case, the equation of motion for the particle is derived
from Newton's second law of motion:
mdUp
--2V= (3.85)
where: m
Up
t
F
= particle mass
= particle vector velocity
= time
= vector force acting on the particle
The forces in equation 3.85 are due to interaction between the particle and the fluid
including viscous drag, pressure gradients and thermophoresis, as well as body forces such
as gravity. Evaluation of the forces in equation 3.85 is based on the following simplifications:
• Stoke's flow, i.e., small value of particle Reynolds number based on particle diameter
and relative velocity;
• spherical particles;
• laminar flow;
• steady (non-transient) flow in the fluid;
• negligible particle-particle interaction;
• pressure gradient evaluated from local fluid acceleration, neglecting viscous effects;
• neglect effect of particle acceleration on viscous drag;
• (Up. V)U ,-_ (U. V)U where U is the local fluid velocity; and,
• the only body force considered is gravity.
With these simplifications the equation of particle motion can be derived from the expression
given in [13] as follows:
_r _ a dUp 1 7rD3 p [(U . V)u _ dUp]
-_ Dppp"-_ = FD + FT + -_ 6 p -'-_ ]
Jr r-Dap[(U"6 , V)U]-F 6D_(pp - p)g (3.86)
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where" FD = drag force, vector
FT = thermophoretic force, vector
Dv = particle diameter
Pv = particle density
p = local fluid density
g = gravity vector
The third term on the right hand side (RHS) of equation 3.86 represents the force required
to accelerate the virtual mass of the fluid. The fourth term on the RHS derives from the
pressure gradient in the fluid. The last term on the RHS represents the gravitational body
force. The drag force, FD, is evaluated from Stoke's Law for drag on a spherical particle:
FD ----37rpDp(U - Up) (3.87)
Equation 3.86 without FT and with FD given by 3.87 is the particle tracking equation
used by FLUENT/CVD at the end of Phase I. Phase II work consisted of implementing
FT into the particle tracking equation. The expression used for FT is described in the next
section.
3.5.2 Thermophoretic Force
The expression for the thermophoretic force on a particle is taken from [14]:
FT = 6_rI_2DvCs(K + CtKn) VT
p(X +3CmKn)(1 + 2K + 2CtKn) T (3.88)
where: Kn = 2 A/Dp
A = mean-free-path of the fluid
K = k/kp
k = fluid thermal conductivity
k v = particle thermal conductivity
Cs = 1.17
Ct = 2.18
C,, = 1.14
T = local fluid temperature
# = fluid viscosity
This expression assumes that the particle is a sphere and that the fluid is an ideal gas. The
mean-free-path of the gas used in equation 3.88 is based on the local viscosity:
(3.89)
where: P
R
= local gas pressure
= universal gas constant
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Also, the thermal conductivity of the gas usedin equation 3.88 is basedon translational
energyonly [14]:
15
k = -T#R (3.90)
The impact of particle size on the thermophoretic force predicted by equation 3.88 de-
pends on the value of the Knudsen number, Kn. When the particle is large compared to tile
mean-free-path, Kn << 1 and:
#2 K VT
FT(Kn << 1) = -7.02_r--Dplp + K T (3.91)
Thus, for large particles, the thermophoretic force is affected by the thermal conductivity
of the particle. In many CVD applications, the particles are small, being nucleated in the
process gas, and the gas pressure is low providing a large mean-free-path. In these cases,
the Knudsen number is large and:
#2 2
FT(Kn >> 1) = 0.5Dr-- Dp VT
p A T (3.92)
For small particles, therefore, the effect of particle conductivity is not important.
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4 DEMONSTRATION OF SOFTWARE
ENHANCEMENTS
Many numerical simulations were performed during the Phase II effort to verify and demon-
strate the various enhancements implemented in this project. These include:
• repeat of Phase I results;
• verification of kinetic theory and mixture property calculations;
• separate effects tests of physical models to verify implementation; and,
• demonstration of modeling capabilities on realistic CVD simulations.
Results obtained with the Phase II enhanced versions of FLUENT reproduce the results
of Phase I. Verification testing of physical models, including property calculations, were
successful. Since the physical models are incorporated into the marketed FLUENT software,
the proper implementation of the physical models will be maintained under normal FLUENT
development by Fluent Inc. This section presents examples of FLUENT results in order to
illustrate the new simulation capabilities for realistic CVD configurations.
The results of seven FLUENT simulations are described in the following sections. They
consider a horizontal reactor configuration for the deposition of silicon from silane. The mod-
els build in complexity in a way that is usually beneficial for simulating complex phenomena.
Table 4.1 lists the demonstration cases with a brief description of the characteristics of the
model.
All results shown in the following sections were obtained using the released version of
FLUENT V3.03. This version has been delivered to NASA/Langley at the time of submission
of this report.
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Case
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
Table 4.1: Summary of Sample Cases
Characteristics
Baseline. Deposition on heated substrate.
Single surface reaction: Sill4 _ Si(s) + 2H2
Case A with the addition of heat conduction
in the lower quartz walls
Case B with a three reaction mechanism, 'gas
phase reaction, and mass diffusivity calculated by
kinetic theory
Case C with deposition on quartz
Case D with thermal diffusion
Case E in three dimensions, with and without
natural convection.
Transient version of Case A
4.1 CASE A - BASELINE HORIZONTAL REAC-
TOR
Case A considers the horizontal reactor shown in Figure 4.1. The geometry is two-dimensional
in the cartesian coordinate system. The inlet gas mixture enters the reactor at the inlet and
for 5 cm flows between quartz walls which are separated by 2 cm. After this inlet region, the
gas mixture then flows over the heated substrate; the length of the heated region is 10 cm.
A sudden expansion from 2 cm to 3.5 cm occurs in the flow channel beyond the heated
substrate. Recirculation of the flow can be expected to occur at this backward-facing step.
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Figure 4.1: Baseline Horizontal Reactor Configuration. (All dimensions in centimeters.)
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Deposition of silicon from silane, Sill4, is examined in this horizontal reactor. For the
baseline case, the following single-step surface deposition reaction is simulated:
SiH4(g) ---* Si(s) + 2H2(g) (4.1)
In particular, the deposition reaction is taken to be diffusion controlled. That is, any silane
which diffuses to solid surfaces will react and deposit silicon. A diffusion controlled reaction
is simulated by chosing reaction rate constants which produce a very large reaction rate;
it is verified by inspection of the solution to check that the concentration of Sill4 at the
deposition surfaces is close to zero.
Boundary conditions for the baseline model are as follows:
Inlet. The inlet gas is a mixture of Sill4 and hydrogen (//2). The mass fraction of Sill4
in the inlet mixture is 0.0157; the remainder is H2. The inlet temperature is 300 K and the
inlet velocity is parabolic with zero velocity at the wall and average velocity of 17.5 cm/s.
Walls. All walls have the no-slip or zero velocity boundary condition. The quartz walls
are cooled to 300 K. The susceptor is heated to a uniform temperature of 1300 K. Deposition
is allowed only on the susceptor. Reaction (4.1) is disabled for the quartz walls via menu-
prompted input. This demonstrates the capability to simulate surface reactions which have
varying reaction rates on different surfaces (e.g., catalyzed by a particular surface in the
reactor).
The gas mixture is treated as dilute. The gas properties are taken to be those of pure
//2 and are temperature dependent:
Density
Ideal gas with molecular weight 2.016 at 1 atmosphere pressure
Viscosity (kg/m-s)
3.17(10 -6) + 2.04(10-S)T - 3.52(10-12)T2
Specific Heat (J/kg-K)
Piecewise Linear: 14191 at 255.6 K
15739 at 1367 K
Thermal Conductivity (w/m-k)
3.80(10 -2) + 5.41(10-4)T - 2.15(10-7)T 2 + 8.57(10-n)T 3
Mass Diffusivity of Sill4 (m2/s)
7.234(10-8)T + 4.659(10-1°)T 2 _ S.016(10-14)T3
Some or all of these properties could have been calculated by kinetic theory. It is preferred,
however, to use tabulated actual data when it is available, as was done here for viscosity,
specific heat and thermal conductivity. The polynomial expression for the mass diffusivity of
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Sill4 was used to maintain correspondence with Phase I models which did not have kinetic
theory calculation capabilities.
A grid of 62 grid points in the axial direction and 30 grid points in the cross-stream
direction was used. Figure 4.2 shows the resulting control volumes with the vertical scale
magnified by a factor of four. The grid size is refined near the leading edge of the susceptor
where gradients in temperature and species concentration are expected to be largest.
Velocity vectors for the baseline case are shown in Figure 4.3. Note that the magnitude
of velocity increases as the gas flows over the heated susceptor. As the gas temperature
increases, its density becomes less and the velocity increases to conserve the mass flow rate.
Also, a small recirculation zone exists beyond the susceptor at the sudden expansion in the
channel width.
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show contours of constant temperature and silane concentration,
respectively. In both figures, the gradients are seen to be large at the leading edge of the
susceptor where the wall temperature changes abruptly and where the deposition reaction
begins. As expected from the diffusion controlled surface deposition mechanism used in this
model, the concentration of Sill4 near the susceptor is very close to zero. The concentration
gradient of SiH4 above the susceptor produces diffusion of Sill4 above the susceptor to the
surface which feeds the surface reaction (4.1).
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The solid line of Figure 4.6 shows the deposition rate vs. axial position. The deposition
rate is quite large near the leading edge of the susceptor and decreases with distance from
the leading edge, as is typical for boundary layer flows. The deposition rate, however, falls
more rapidly than would be expected from a pure boundary layer flow (i.e., more rapidly
than _1_) because, as seen in Figure 4.5, the bulk gas mixture is becoming depleted in
Sill4 before reaching the end of the susceptor.
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Figure 4.6: Deposition Rate for Cases A, B and C
4.2 CASE B - ADDITION OF HEAT CONDUC-
TION IN LOWER QUARTZ WALLS
This case is the same as Case A (Baseline) except that the lower quartz walls are not modeled
at constant temperature but are modeled as thermally conducting. Heat will conduct into
these quartz walls from the edges that are in contact with the 1300 K susceptor.
The exterior edges of the quartz walls are taken to be adiabatic (zero heat flux). Thus,
the heat conducted from the susceptor eventually is transferred to the gas mixture through
the interior faces of the lower quartz walls.
The thermal conductivity of the quartz is given by the following polynomial expression:
Rq,_,.tz(W/m- k)= 1.692- 0.00193T + 3.196(10-6)T 2
The upper quartz wall remains cooled at 300 K.
The velocity vectors and contours of Sill4 concentration for Case B are very similar to
those of Case A. Tile temperature contours of Figure 4.7 show, however, that heat conduction
into the quartz wall heat the gas mixture upstream of the susceptor. The overall impact on
deposition rate is small as seen in Figure 4.6 (dashed line). The deposition rate for Case B is
6O
slightly larger than that of Case A for the first few centimeters of the susceptor. This is due
to the higher temperature of the gas mixture which causes the mass diffusivity of Sill4 to
increase. Since the deposition is diffusion controlled, the deposition rate therefore increases.
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4.3 CASE C- ADDITION OF MULTIPLE REAC-
TIONS
Case C is the same as Case B except that the single-step surface reaction (4.1) is replaced
by the following three reaction mechanism:
SiH4(g) -+ SiH2(g) + H2(g) (4.2a)
SiH4(g) _ Si(s) + 2H2(g) (4.2b)
SiH2(g)--, Si(+)+ n2(g) (4.2_)
Reaction (4.2a) is a gas-phase reaction which breaks Sill4 into Sill2. The reaction rates for
this reaction are not used as a wall boundary condition; rather, this reaction contributes to
the source term of the species conservation equation (e.g., equation 3.10). Also note that
Si(s) is deposited by two separate surface reactions; both SiII4 and SiII2 are modeled as
sources for Si(s) deposition in this reaction mechanism.
The reaction rates used for reaction mechanism (4.2) are taken from Coltrin, et al. [15].
Surface deposition from Sill2, reaction (4.2c) is taken to be diffusion controlled; i.e., the
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reaction rate is very large and any Sill2 which diffuses to the surface reacts and deposits
Si(s). The reaction rate for the gas phase reaction (4.21) is provided in Arrhenius form
in [15]; with appropriate adjustment for consistency of units, the Arrhenius reaction rate
constants (c.f., equation 3.451) are):
A = 2.54(103s) 1
/3 = -7.95 (4.3)
E = 2.59(10 s)
usiH4 = 1
The reaction rate for surface deposition from Sill4, reaction (4.2b) is derived from kinetic
theory considerations as the rate of arrival of Sill4 molecules to the surface times a reaction
rate probability, 7:
1
Rs,H,(kg/rn 2- s)= \ 2_r-'_SiH, 7 MsIH4 CSiH, (4.4)
where k B is the Boltzman's constant, 7826 J/kgmol-K, and CSiH4 is the mole concentration
of Sill4 in the units of kgmol/m 3. The reaction probability is given in [15] as:
7 = O.0537e-9400/T (4.5)
With appropriate rearrangement, equations 4.4 and 4.5 can be reformulated into FLUENT's
standard Arrhenius expression with the following constants:
A = 0.334
/3= 1/2
E = 78.15(106 )
ItSiH4 _- 1
(4.6)
With the addition of Sill2 to the gas mixture, the model must include information to
calculate the mass diffusivity of Sill2. Since data for mass diffusivity of Sill2 in the hydrogen
carrier gas is not available, Case C uses the kinetic theory expressions, equation 3.75. The
kinetic theory par_neters for H2 are [9]:
1FLUENT does not accept a number as large as A in equation 4.3. To implement this reaction rate, a
user-defined reaction rate subroutine was used to "absorb" some of A into the temperature dependency as
follows:
,,-..1Rate L _-_-__-_ ] = 3.588(1014) CSiH, exp k RT J
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Hydrogen
a = 2.915
e/a = 38 K
and for Sill2 [15]:
Sill2
a = 3.803 _.
e/_ = 133.1 K
The fluid velocity pattern and temperature field for Case C is very similar to those of
Case B. The principal effect of changing the reaction mechanism is the distribution of species
concentration. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the distributions of Sill2 and Sill4, respectively,
for Case C. As Figure 4.8 illustrates, Sill2 begins to be produced in the gas phase only
after the gas temperature increases. In particular, since conduction in the quartz tends to
preheat the gas (c.f., Figure 4.7), Sill2 production commences upstream of the susceptor.
And since, according to the model for Case C, deposition does not occur on the quartz,
the concentration of Sill2 builds up along the quartz surface up to the leading edge of the
susceptor. Thus, there is a maximum of Sill2 concentration at this location.
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Above the susceptor, Sill2 diffuses to the surface and deposits solid silicon according to
reaction (4.2c). The deposition reaction is assumed to be diffusion limited; the concentration
of Sill2 therefore goes to zero at the surface. The source of the Sill2 continues to be the gas
phase reaction (4.2a). However, the rate of the gas phase reaction drops off with distance
from the susceptor as the gas temperature decreases. This balance between production and
depletion of Sill2 yields another local maximum in Sill2 composition about 1/2 cm above
the susceptor surface.
The reaction kinetics of reaction (4.2b) is fast at the susceptor temperature of 1300 K.
This is apparent in Figure 4.9 because the concentration of Sill4 approaches zero at the
surface of the susceptor. Thus, both silicon bearing species (Sill2 and Sill4) deposit silicon
on the surface from diffusion controlled reactions and the deposition rate should not be
significantly affected by the exchange of Sill4 for Sill2 in the gas phase. This is a principal
conclusion of [16]. The deposition rate profiles for Cases B and C in Figure 4.6 demonstrate
this conclusion.
4.4 CASE D - ADDITION OF DEPOSITION ON
QUARTZ
Case D is identical to Case C except that deposition is allowed to occur on the lower quartz
walls upstream and downstream of the susceptor. The principal impact of this modeling
change is in the distribution of Sill2. Compared to the results of Case C (Figure 4.8),
Figure 4.10 shows that the concentration of Sill2 no longer has the local maximum at the
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leadingedgeof the susceptor. Removalof Sill2 on the surface of the quartz prevents the
buildup of gas phase Sill2 upstream of the susceptor as occurred for Case C.
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Figure 4.10:Sill2 Concentration Contours for Case D
Figure 4.11 compares the predicted silicon deposition rates for Cases C and D. The
deposition rate is still a maximum at the leading edge. However, the singularity in deposition
rate at the leading edge of the susceptor is eliminated by allowing upstream deposition on
the quartz. 2
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4.5 CASE E- ADDITION OF THERMAL DIFFU-
SION
Case E is the same as Case D except that thermal (Soret) diffusion of chemical species
is included in the model. The thermal diffusion coefficients are calculated by FLUENT
according to the default expression, equation 3.84.
The principal impact of thermal diffusion predicted by FLUENT is in the distribution
of chemical species. Since the Sill2 and Sill4 molecules are both significantly larger than
the hydrogen carrier gas, thermal diffusion will tend to push them away from the heated
susceptor. The concentration profiles for Sill2 and Sill4 shown in Figures 4.12 and 4.13,
respectively, illustrate this behavior. (Compare to Figures 4.10 and 4.9 without thermal
diffusion.) Local maxima are evident at the cold top wall of the reactor. Additionally, the
gradients of concentration at the surface of the susceptor are decreased; for this diffusion
controlled deposition, the deposition rate also decreases. Figure 4.11 shows that thermal
diffusion reduces the deposition rate by a factor of about 1.7.
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4.6 CASE F- THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL
Case F considers a three-dimensional vermon of Case E. The third dimension is the width
of the reactor as viewed from above the reactor in Figure 4.1. The width of the gas domain
within the reactor is 5 cm. Walls of quartz, 0.5 cm thick, enclose the sides of the reactor.
The side walls are modeled as thermally conducting walls. Thus, the side walls conduct heat
from the heated susceptor and lower quartz walls upward toward the cooled top wall. In
addition, deposition of silicon is allowed on the side walls.
Case F is symmetric about the mid-plane of the reactor in the width direction. Only
one-half of the reactor, therefore, needs to be modeled. Thirteen gird points were used in
the width direction, bringing the total number of grid points to 24,180 (62 axial x 30 length
x 13 width).
Figure 4.14 shows the deposition rate of silicon for Case F at various positions in the width
dimension from the centerline to the sidewall. It is readily apparent that the deposition rate
is much larger at the centerline compared to near the sidewall. There are two factors which
contribute to this behavior. First, as shown in Figure 4.15, the temperature of the sidewall
is larger than the gas adjacent to the sidewall. Thus, thermal diffusion in this region will
tend to push the reactant species away from the sidewall and toward the centerline. Second,
deposition on the sidewall depletes the gas mixture of reactant for deposition on the susceptor
near the sidewall. Both of these effects will reduce the concentration gradients toward the
susceptor near the sidewall, as shown m Figure 4.16 for Sill4. And since the surface reaction
rates are diffusion controlled, the reduced gradients lead to reduced deposition rate.
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The results described above for Case F do not include natural convection as part of the
model. This was accomplished by setting the value of the gravity vector to zero in the model
definition. Case F was modified to include natural convection by using 9.8 m/s 2 for the
magnitude of the gravity vector with a direction pointing toward the bottom of the reactor.
Figure 4.17 shows velocity vectors in a plane 2 cm from the front of the susceptor. Natural
convection is seen to generate a recirculating flow pattern in this plane in a direction such
that the flow rises along the sidewall. As described above with reference to Figure 4.15, heat
conduction in the sidewall increases the gas temperature near the sidewall compared to the
centerline. The hotter, less dense fluid along the sidewall thus rises. If the sidewall were
cooled, however, one would expect that natural convection would cause the flow pattern to
circulate in the opposite sense.
The recirculating flow tends to bring fresh reactant gases from the top of the reactor to
the susceptor. Comparing the deposition rates shown in Figure 4.14 (no natural convection)
and Figure 4.18 (with natural convection), the recirculation is seen to increase the deposition
rate. The effect is small, however, since the maximum velocity of the recirculating flow is
not large, _bout 2 to 3 cm/s or about 10% of the maximum axial velocity.
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4.7" CASE G - TRANSIENT VERSION OF BASE-
LINE CASE
This case illustrates transient calculations using FLUENT. A transient model was con-
structed by utilizing the steady-state solution of the baseline case (Case A) as an initial
condition with a sudden change of inlet gas composition to pure hydrogen at time equal to
zero. This transient model is Case G.
Transient calculations are performed by FLUENT as a sequence of time steps. Iterations
are performed within each time step until convergence is achieved. The transient values of
the solution parameters are obtained from these converged solutions. Case G used a time
step of 0.01 seconds at the start of the transient up to 0.06 seconds, and a time step of 0.02
seconds thereafter.
Figures 4.19a and 4.19b shows Sill4 concentration profiles at various times within the
transient, up to 1.0 seconds. The initial condition, t=0, is shown in Figure 4.12. It is
evident that the Sill4 concentration begins to be appreciably affected above the susceptor
only after about 0.2 seconds. This is approximately the time required for the inlet gas of
new composition to travel from the inlet to the leading edge of the susceptor. After about
0.2 seconds, the Sill4 begins to be swept from above the susceptor toward the exit. The
Sill4 lingers at the walls, however, because of the reduced velocity near the walls. This is
especially apparent at the cold, top wall where Sill2 and Sill4 are not removed by surface
reaction.
Figure 4.20 shows the progression with time of the deposition rate. Again, it is seen
that about 0.2 seconds are required before the change in inlet composition is observed at
the susceptor. After 0.2 seconds, the deposition rate drops rapidly as the Sill4 near the
susceptor is utilized without replenishment from the faster moving fluid at the center of the
reactor.
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4.8 CASE H- PARTICLE TRACKING AND THER-
MOPHORESIS
Case H illustrates particle tracking with and without thermophoresis. In particular, particle
trajectories are calculated for the baseline simulation-Case A. Thus, the prevailing fluid flow
pattern and temperature distribution are the same as described in Section 4.1 and shown in
Figures 4.3 and 4.4.
Figure 4.21 shows how particle trajectories are affected by the diameter of the particle.
The bottom plot shows particle trajectories without thermophoresis for particles of diameter
10, 100 and 1000 micron. The smallest particle of 10 micron diameter follows closely the
fluid flow pattern; it rises at the leading edge of the susceptor where the gas begins to
heat up and falls at the back edge of the susceptor where the gas expands into the larger
flow channel. Particles of 100 micron diameter tend to follow the fluid flow but there is
some relative motion between the particle and fluid. In this case, the inertia of the particle
is becoming comparable to fluid drag forces. At 1000 micron diameter, the inertia of the
particle is dominant and its trajectory follows a straight line unaffected by fluid drag forces.
The top plot of Figure 4.21 shows the particle trajectories under the same conditions
except that thermophoretic forces are included. The 10 and 100 micron diameter particles are
strongly affected by thermophoresis; these particles cross streamlines as they are transported
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to the top cold wall of the reactor. The 1000micron diameter particles, in contrast, follow
a straight path. The impact of particle diameter on thermophoresiscan be explainedby
referenceto equation3.91. (Forthe conditionsof CaseH, Kn << 1 and equation 3.91 applies
rather than equation 3.92 for Kn >> 1.) According to equation 3.91, the thermophoretic
force, Ft, scales linearly with the particle diameter, Dp. The inertia force, however, scales
with the particle mass or D R. Thus, thermophoresis becomes less important as the particle
diameter increases; for Case H, this occurs between 100 and 1000 micro diameter.
The particle trajectories shown in Figure 4.22 show how the point of origination of the
particle affects its subsequent trajectory. Thermophoresis is neglected in the bottom plot
and is included in the top plot. For both plots, 10 micron diameter particles originate from
three positions at the reactor inlet: 1/4, 1/2 and 3/4 of the distance from the bottom wall to
the top wall. Without thermophoresis, the 10 micron diameter particles follow the fluid flow
pattern as was observed also in Figure 4.21. With thermophoresis, however, the particles
are deflected toward the cold wall. Further, particles originating from about the top half of
the inlet are predicted to strike the top wall while those which originate from the lower half
will escape from the reactor.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
Signicant new numerial modeling tools for chemical vapor deposition (CVD) have been
developed under this SBIR program. The new modeling capabilities have been incorporated
into the commerical computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software FLUENT. 1 As opposed
to developing all software from scratch, use of FLUENT has provided a direct path to Phase
III commercialization of the SBIR project results. Most of the CVD modeling capabilities
are already available to the marketplace in FLUENT Version 3.03; the complete set of
capabilities will be available upon the upcoming release of FLUENT Version 4.2.
The modeling capabilities which were developed for FLUENT include:
• Species transport of an arbitrary number of chemical species
• An arbitrary number of chemical reactions
• Surface reactions
• Surface deposition/etching
• Thermal (Soret) diffusion
• Composition dependent fluid properties
• Fluid properties calculated via kinetic theory models
• User-defined reaction rate expressions
• Thermophoresis of particles
• Curvilinear geometry mapping
• Time-varying gravity field
With these modeling capabilities, numerical simulation can provide an effective approach to
help understand and optimize complex CVD processes.
Prior to this project, numerical simulation of CVD followed two rather limited ap-
proaches. First, commercial CFD software could be used. But since many of the CVD
1FLUENT is a family of computational fluid dynamics software originally developed by Creare Inc.
Presently it continues to be developed and is marketed by Fluent Inc.
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phenomena could not be simulated by any of the commercial codes, the researcher was re-
stricted to deducing results from the information which could be obtained such as fluid flow
patterns, or making analogies between thermal and chemical-species patterns. Second, soft-
ware with the required CVD models could be developed from scratch. The resultant software,
however, was never general purpose in scope and, of course, resources were needed to develop
and debug the software. This project, especially with the early Phase III commercialization,
represented a maturation of CFD for CVD. That is, many important phenomena of CVD
can be routinely simulated in the same way that other fluid equipment (e.g., heat exchangers
and turbines) have been simulated for years. This maturation is further evidenced by the
availability of CVD simulation capabilities in other commercial software since the FLUENT
capabilities were released.
As a result of the maturation of CFD for CVD, many of the numerical modeling studies
of CVD recently published could have been undertaken with this commercial software with
much less effort. The CVD scientist no longer needs to direct attention to numerical methods
to achieve greater understanding of the CVD process. Evidence for this conclusion is under-
scored by recent project work at Creare which has utilized FLUENT to analyze CVD and
etching reactors for equipment vendors in order to improve their equipment and for process
engineers in order to optimize performance within a given reactor configuration. Addition-
ally, several CVD equipment manufaturers and users have obtained licenses of FLUENT to
perform their analysis in-house.
The modeling capabilities now available for CVD simulation are appreciable, but more
can be done to make the modeling process more efficient. In particular, the following im-
provements would provide practical benefit for CVD simulation.
.
,
Speed of computation, especially when using the full multicomponent species transport
model, as opposed to the dilute species transport model, and for large three-dimensional
models.
The inevitable increase in computational speed of computers at reduced costs will
directly benefit CVD modeling. What is impractical to simulate today will become
routine just several years from now.
Robust convergence algorithms for complex reaction mechanisms.
Solutions to models with complex reaction mechanisms are computationally intensive
at best, and sometimes solutions cannot be achieved at all. Improved algorithms are
needed to handle many reactions occurring on vastly different time scales. This is an
active area of current research in CFD; as improved techniques become available, it is
expected that they will be readily implemented in the commercial software and become
available for CVD modeling.
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A DILUTE APPROXIMATION FOR MASS FLUX
In this appendix, we develop a simplified expression for the mass flux of species i, Ji, in
an ideal gas mixture of N species when all species except species N are present in dilute
concentrations.
Yi << YN ..... i _¢ N (A.1)
The general expression for mass flux in an ideal gas mixture is (c.f., equation 3.19)
C 2 g TVT (A.2)Ji =- _ MiMkDikVYk-Di _
P k-_l,k¢i
In particular, simplified expressions for Dik and VYk in equation A.2 will be developed.
Using equation 3.21, the gradient of the mole fraction can be expanded as follows:
vYk=
 xkx xk (1)]Mk N Xi Mk _N- X_ (A.3)
_i=1 .M i \ i=1 .IMi
Multiplying equation A.1 by M -1 and using equation 3.20, yields
Yi Xi XN YN
- << _ = -- (A.4)
M Mi MN M
Using equation A.4 simplifies the summations in equation A.3:
N Xi XN (A.5)
Mi - MN
i=l
The expression for the average molecular weight, equation 3.22, simplifies with equation A.5
to the following:
P --MN (A.6)M- C
Equation A.6 also assumes that XN -_ 1. Equation A.3 readily simplifies by substitution of
equations A.5 and A.6:
A_IN
VYk - _ VXk (A.7)
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Next the expression for Dij is simplified. The general expression for Dij, given in equa-
tion 3.81, is repeated below:
Ad K ji - K ii
Dij- Adj [K I (A.8)
where ]K[ is the determinant of a matrix K and K ji and K ii are cofactors of Kij. The
elements of matrix K, Kij, are given by equations 3.82 and 3.83. Using the dilute approxi-
mation, equation A.1, the values of Kij become:
Kij(i # N) - .Mj 1
./_i DiN
1
(A.9)ggj ...... DNj
Kii... = 0
A somewhat tedious exercise in matrix algebra shows that
(_I)N+I N-1 2¢qVEm=l ,AdrnDrnN
Igl =
_rn=l Drag
(A.10)
Em= l,rn_i ./_[rnDmNKii= (_I)N N-1 .A4/g
N-1
Nrn=l,mei DmN
(A.11)
/_I_N+I AAN
K ji = _ -] .]MiDiN
N-1
rIm=l,m#i Drag
(A.12)
The simplified expression for Dij is obtained by substituting equations A.10, A.11, and A.12
into equation A.8
.M
Dij - Mj DiN ..... (i # j)
D 0 = 0 ..... (i = j) (A.13)
The final expression for Ji in a dilute mixture is obtained by substituting equations A.6, A.7
and A.13 into equation A.2 and simplifying:
Ji- .A,42V Z Mi'A"[kk=l,k#i --_k DiN VY_ D_ -
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•_i N
D A_i
TVT
Ji ---pDiNVXi - D i-_ (A.14)
Equation A.14 isused to evaluate the mass fluxofspeciesiwhen the user chooses the dilute
mixture approximation.
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B EXAMPLE OF FORTRAN SUBROUTINE FOR
USER-DEFINED REACTION RATES
The following pages provide a listing of the Fortran source code subroutines which implement
the user-defined reaction rate expressions given by equations 3.49a and 3.50a. Default ver-
sions of these subroutines are provided with FLUENT V3.03 as part of the user subroutine
option package.
The first subroutine shown, USRRAT, can control access to multiple user-defined reaction
rate expressions. The control is provided by the parameter UINDEX which is a menu prompted
input. The Jensen and Graves [8] reaction rate expression is accessed by UINDEX=2 which
transfers execution to another subroutine, JENGRV. JENGRV is the second subroutine shown.
It is within JENGRV that equations 3.49a and 3.50a are evaluated. Two other reaction rate
expressions, COLTRN (UINDEX=I) and HC4STG (UINDEX=3) are also accessed via USRRAT.
More information regarding development and use of user defined subroutines is provided
in standard FLUENT documentation.
SUBROUTI|E USRRAT( VIP, VIDP,
+ SARRAY, 140LIFt,
+ UIIDEX, TYPE, GASCOI,
+ APREXP, EIGACT, BETA, IUJ,
+ PRESS, TEMP, DEISTY,
+ XAY, EPSII2I, UlII, BKIZ,
+ REALST, PKOLST, IREACS, NPRODS,
+ IS, Hlt, ISPGAS, IOSPEC,
+ A, B )
C SCCS ID @(_)nsrrat.F 4.3 4/10/91
C ...................................................................... C
C C
C lAME : USRRAT C
C C
C PROGRI/_ : FLUEHT C
C VERSIOB : V3.00 C
C C
C AROS C
C C
C IBPUT : VIP - HOLAB STOICS. COEFF. FOR REACTAITS C
C VIDP - KOLAR STOICH. COKFF. FOR PRODUCTS C
C SARRA¥ - SPECIES COBCKITRATXOBS C
C HOLMT - SPECIES I_OLECULAE MEIGST C
C UIBDEI - USER RITE EXPRKSSIOB IBDKI (THIS IS TEE C
C I_MBEIt IBPUT I! THE RATE COBSTAITS TABLE) C
C TYPE - REACTIO| TYPE FOR |R C
C = 0 - GAS PHASE C
C = 1 - SURFACE C
C GASCOI - GAS COSSTABT C
C APREIP - PRE-EIPOIEFrIAL FACTOR C
C EIGACT - ACTIVATIO| EIERGY C
C BETA - TEMPERATURE EIPOIEIT C
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cc
c
C
c
c
C
C
c
c
c
C
c
c
c
C
C
c
C
c
c
c
c
C
c
c
c
C
c
c
c
c
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
C
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
C
c
c
c
C
C
c
c
c
C
C
c
C
C
c
c
IUJ
PRESS -
TENP -
DEHSTY -
KAY
EPSIL| -
ANIX -
EMil -
REALST -
PROLST -
EREACS -
EPRODS -
IS
]R
ESPGAS -
EOSPEC -
RFACTA|T SPECIES RATE EXPOE|E|TS
ABSOLUTE PRESSURE
TEMPERATURE
DEESITY
TURBULE|T KI|ETIC EMERGY
DISSIPATIOM RATE OF TURBULE|T K.E.
TURBULE|T MIII|G RATE CO|STA|T - A
TURBULFJT MIXI|G RATE CO|STA|T - B
LIST OF REACTIAT SPECIES
LIST OF PRODUCT SPECIES
EURBER 0F REACTAHT SPECIES
EUNBER DF PRODUCT SPECIES
SPECIES NUMBER FOR SPECIES S
REACTIO| UJMBER
IUNBER OF GAS PHASE SPECIES
EUMBER 0F SPECIES ACTIVE
OUTPUT : A - CO|STA|T TERM I| RATE OF MASS ADDITI0]
TO SPECIES S
B - LINEAR TERM _| PATE OF MASS ADDITIOE
TO SPECIES S
PURPOSE : THIS ROUTI|E ALLOWS THE USER TO PROGRAM A SPECIFIC
PATE LAW BASED 0E THE SPECIES CONCENTRATIONS, THE
TEERMODYEAMIC PROPERTIES, TURBULENCE CEARACTERISTICS
AND STOICHIOMETHY.
CONNE|TS : THE VARIABLES ARE ALL IS S.I. UIITS. THE UMITS USED
ARE :
VIP - DIMEWSI0|LESS
VIDP - DII_SIOELESS
SARPAY - DINEHSIOILESS
MOLNT - KG./KG.-NOLE
GASCO| - JOULES/EG.-E
PRESS - PASCALS
TENP - EELVI|
DEIST¥ - KG./CU.NETER (RHO)
KAY - M.Sq./SEC. Sq.
EPSILH - N.Sq./SEC.**3
ANIX - DIMEISIOELESS
BMIX - DIME|SI01LESS
A A|D B MUST HAVE U|ITS TO BE COISISTE|T WITH THE
SPECIES COISERVATIO| EQUATIO|, I.E. :
D(RHO#S)
VOLUME*........ = (& + B*S)*VOLUNE + ... (GAS PHASE)
DT
OR
D(RHO*S)
VOLUME* ........ = (A ÷ B*S)sAREA + ...
DT
(SURFACE)
EOTE : ]KJMERICIL STABILITY REQUIRES THAT THE LIIEAR
COEFFICIEIT, B, ELMAYS BE EEOATIVE. TEE
RSUTIHES WHICH USE A AID B WILL SET B TO ZERO
IF IT IS POSITIVE.
MOTE : THE PROGRAN WILL TERMIMATE IF THE PATE
EXPRESSI0 HAS E0T BEE] INPLENEITED
CALLED BY : RATE
c
c
c
C
c
c
c
c
C
c
C
C
C
c
C
c
C
c
c
C
c
c
c
c
c
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
C
c
c
c
C
c
c
c
C
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
C
C
c
c
C
C
c
C
C
C
c
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cc
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
C
SUBROUTIiES CALLED : SEE LIST BELOg
CREATED : 11/07/88
AUTHOR : W. g. FRETZ, CREAKE0 INC., HANOVER, WE
REVISIOn HISTORY :
C
C
C
C
C
¢
C
C
NO. BY DATE MODIFICATIONS/COMMENTS C
...................................................... C
01 JPM 12/04190
02 SDG 91/03/28
ADDED EPC UPDATE 129. 0
KEPIACED VARIABIJ_ tTRLEI WITH THE VALUE C
40 SO THAT THE MESSAGE AT THE END OF THE C
SUBROUTIIE GETS PRINTED. C
Convorted all INTEGER strings to C
FOHTRAI-?7 CHARACTER data types. C
C
C ...................................................................... C
C RATE EIPEESSIO|S CURREITLY IMPLEME|TED C
C ...................................................................... C
c C
c DATE C
C INDEI SUBROUTINE IAME DESCEIPTIO|/REFEREICE ADDED BY C
C .................................................... C
C 1 COLTPJI COLTP_! SIL_IE DECOKP. C
C TO SIR2]H2 DECOMP. 03721/89 KWF C
C 2 JE|GRV JE_SEN, GRAVES SILA|E C
C TO SIH2/H2 DECOHP. 03/21/89 RWF C
C 3 HC4STG 4-STAGE HYDROCARBO| C
C COMBUSTION 03/21]89 KWF C
C C
C ...................................................................... C
C
lin¢lude "IMPLICIT. IlC"
C
C ....................................................................... C
C ARGUMENT TYPE DECLARATIOIS... C
C ...................................................................... C
c
IHTEGER ISPGAS
INTEGER NOSPEC
I|TEGER UIIDEI
INTEGER TYPE
I|TEGER NR
INTEGER IS
INTEGER HREACS
INTEGER |PRODS
INTEGER RELLST(|0SPEC)
INTEGER PROLST(HGSPEC)
REAL VIP(|0SPEC)
REAL VIDP(IOSPEC)
REIL SARRAY(IOSPEC)
REAL HOLWT(NOSPEC)
REAL APREIP
REAL ENGACT
REAL BETA
REAL IIU3 (,IOSPEC)
REAL GASCO!
REAL PRESS
REAL TENP
REAL DEISTY
REAL KAY
REAL EPSILI
REAL IMII
REAL BMIX
REAL A
REAL B
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CC ...................................................................... C
C LOCAL VARIABLE TYPE DECLARkTIOES... C
C ...................................................................... C
c
CHARACTER*40 STRING
C
C ...................................................................... C
C BEGIN SUBROUTINE USRRAT... C
C ...................................................................... C
C
A=O.O
B=O.O
C
IF ( UIBDEX .Eq. 1 ) THEN
C
C COLTRIN, ET. Jr.. SILA|E DECOMPOSTIO|... C
CALL COLTRN( VIP, VIDP,
+ SARRAY, MOLNT,
+ UINDEX, TYPE, GASC01,
+ APREXP, EIGACT, BETA, _J3,
+ PRESS_ TE_, DEISTY,
+ KAY, EPSILN, AMIX, BMII,
+ REALST, PRDLST, |REACS, |PRODS,
+ IS, NR, ISPGAS, NOSPEC,
+ A, B
ELSE IF ( UINDEZ .Eq. 2 ) TREN
C
C=======m======sr=--=mm=_===R==mRz=sB_m_Im_mzmm_wlmemm==m_s----==========C
C JENSEB AID GRAVES SII_NE DECONPOSTION... C
C_.- .... =====================================================
CALL JEIGRV( VIP, VIDP,
+ SARRAY, NOLMT,
+ UINDEI, TYPE, GASCOI,
+ APREXP, E|GACT, BETA, IUJ,
+ PRESS, TENP, DEISTY,
+ KAY, EPSIIJ, ANIX, BNI%,
+ REALST, PROLST, |REACS, NPRODS_
+ IS, |R, NSPGAS, NOSPEC,
+ A, B
ELSE IF ( UINDE% .Eq. 3 ) THEN
C 4-STAGE HYDROCARBON COXBUSTIO|... C
C===_===========m== =m=--==_-= = ===_._==m_m_ m--_= _Rz=_=m mm====r.==_ === =C
c
CALL HC4STG( VIP, VIDP, SARI_Y, MOLVT,
+ GASCON, TEMP, DENSTY,
+ KAY, EPSILN, IS, NR,
+ NSPGAS, |OSPEC, A, B )
ELSE
c
C USER RATE |OT FOUND... C
C
WRITE(STRING,
+ FRT='('' USER RATE NO, ''_II
+ ,,I4,,// _' IS IOT DEFIIED'_)_) UIIDEI
CALL NESSGE( STRING, 40)
STOP
$7
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SUBROUTIRE JE|GRV( rIP, VIDP,
+ SAKRAY, MOLMT,
+ UIRDEX, TYPE, GASCO],
+ APREIP, ERGACT, BETA, IUJ,
+ PRESS, TENP, DEHSTY,
+ KAY, EPSIL|, LqIX, BNIX,
+ REALST, PROLST, IREACS, HPRODS,
+ KS, RE, ISPGAS, HOSPEC,
+ A, B )
C SCCS ID @(#)jengrv.F 4.1 11/19/90
C C......................................................................
C C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
SAME : JEIGRV
PROGRAM : FLUE|T
VERSIO| : V3.00
ARGS
IIPUT :
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
C
C
c OUTPUT :
C
C
C
C
C PUP.POSE :
C
C
C COMMEWTS
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
VIP - MOLAR STOICS. COEF_. FOE REACTA|TS
VIDP - MOLAR STOICH. COEFF, FOR PRODUCTS
SARRAY - SPECIES CO|CE|TRATI0|S
MOLMT - SPECIES MOLECUIAR WEIGHT
UINDEX - USER PATE EXPRESSION I|D_[ (THIS IS THE
i_BER IRPUT I| THE KATE CORSTARTS TABLE)
TYPE - REACTIOR TYPE FOR MR
= 0 - GAS PHASE
= I - SURFACE
GASCOR - GAS CORSTA|T
APREXP - PRE-EIPO|ERTIAL FACTOR
ERGACT - ACTIVATIOR EIERGY
BETA - TEMPERATURE EXPORE|T
IUJ - RFACTART SPECIES PATE EXPOEIERTS
PRESS - ABSOLUTE PRESSURE
TEMP - TEMPERATURE
DEISTY - DEISITY
KAY - TURBULEIT KI|ETIC ERERGY
EPSILI - DISSIPATIOH KATE OF TURBULEIT K.E.
AHIX - TURBULEIT MIXIHG KATE C0|START - A
BMII - TURBULEIT MIXING RATE C0|STAET - B
REALST - LIST OF REACTIAT SPECIES
PROLST - LIST 0P PRODUCT SPECIES
IREACS - IUNBER OF REACTAIT SPECIES
HPRODS - lUMBER OF PRODUCT SPECIES
|S - SPECIES HUMBER FOR SPECIES S
Ig - REACTIOH ]_JNBER
ISPGAS - |URBER OF GAS PHASE SPECIES
HOSPEC - |UMBER OF SPECIES ACTIVE
- C0|START TERM I| RATE OF MASS ADDITIOR
TO SPECIES S
- LIIEAR TERN IS PATE OF MASS ADDITIOR
TO SPECIES S
THIS ROUTIIE 0MPLEME|TS THE L0M PRESSURE, JE|SER lID
GRAVES RiTE EXPERESIOR FOR SILAEE DECOMPOSTIOR.
: THE VARIABLES ARE AIL I| S.I. UIITS. THE UIITS USED
ARE :
VIP - DIREISIOILESS
VIDP - DIMI_ISIORLESS
SAEPAY - DIMEISIOILES$
MOLHT - EG./KG.-MOLE
GASCON - JOULES/EG.-E
PRESS - PASCALS
TEMP - KELVI|
DERSTY - KG./CU.METER (RH0)
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
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c _AY - M.sq./SEC. sq. C
C EPSIL| - I_.Sq./SEC.**3 C
C AMII - DINENSIO]ILESS C
C BHT][ - DIHE|SIOJLESS C
C C
C I AID B MUST HAVE UNITS TO BE COiSISTEIT MITH THE C
C SPECIES CO|SEEVATIOI EqUATIOH, I.E. : C
C C
C D(RRO*S) C
C VOLUME* ......... (A + B*S)*VOLUHE + ... (GAS PHASE) C
C DT C
C C
C OR C
C C
C D(REO*S) C
C VOLUME*........ = (A + B*S)*IEEI + ... (SURFACE) C
C DT C
C C
C C
C C
C IOTE : Fu'HEKICAL STABILITY REQUIRES THAT THE LIIEAR C
C COEFFICIkIT, B, ALYAYS BE [EGITIVE. THE C
C ROUTI|ES WHICH USE I AND B WILL SET B TO ZERO C
C IF IT IS POSITIVE. C
C C
C THE SPECIES NUMBERS ARE AS FOLLOWS : C
C C
C SIH4 = 1 C
C H2 " 2 C
C BE = 3 (HELUIR CARRIF_, IOT USED FOR HYDROGEI C
C CAR2IER C
C SI - IOSPEC (LAST SPECIES) C
C C
C CALLED BY : USRRAT C
C C
C SUBROUTINES CALLED : BO|E C
C C
C CREATED : 03/21/89 O
C C
C AUTHOR : K. W. FKETZ, CREARE, IIC., HAIOVEE, 1H C
C C
C ...................................................................... C
c
#include "IMPLICIT. IlC"
C
C ...................................................................... C
C ARGt_EIT TYPE DECLAEATIOHS... C
C ...................................................................... C
c
I|TEGER ISPGAS
I|TEGER |OSPEC
IFrEGER UI|DEI
IrrEGER TYPE
IrrEGEE HR
I|TEGER IS
I|TEGER |REICS
I|TEGER IPRODS
I|TEGER REALST(BOSPEC)
I|TEGER PEOLST(IOSPEC)
REAL VIP(HOSPEC)
ILEAL VIDP(|0SPEC)
ILEJLL SA_tlY(10SPEC)
REAL MOLI/r (|0SPEC)
REAL IPREXP
REAL E_GACT
REAL BETA
REAL IUJ (IOSPEC)
9O
REAL GASC0|
REAL PRESS
REAL TEMP
REAL DEHSTY
REAL KAY
REAL EPSILI
REAL AMIX
REAL EMIl
REAL A
REAL B
C
C ...................................................................... C
C LOCAL VARIABLE TYPE DECLARATIOIS... C
...................................................................... C
C
I|TEGER I
IHTEGER SIH4
IHTEGER SIL
IHTEGER H2
IHTEGER HE
REAL DEION
REAL flAI_A(IO0)
REAL E
REAL E1
REAL K2
REAL PATOAT
REAL T
10
C
DO 10 I a 1, |OSPEC
_/_IU( I ) - DEWSTY*TERP*GASCO|/MOL_r( I )*PATOAT
COITIIUE
DEHOM - 1.0 + KI*GAI_A( H2 )*SARRA¥( H2 ) +
+ K2*GAI_A( SIE4 )*SARRAY( SIH4 )
IF ( |S .Eq. SIE4 ) TIIEI
A-O.O
B = -NOLWT( SIH4 )IIqOLWT( SIL )*E( TERP )*6A_IA( SIH4 )/DE|OR
ELSE IF ( IS .EQ. SIL ) THEH
A = K( TEIqP )*GAMMA( SIH4 )*SARRAY( SIH4 )IDE|OM
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B=O.O
ELSE IF ( IS .Eq. B2 ) TILE!
• - MQLM'I'( H2 )/MOLMT( SIL )*2.0*
X( TKNP )*GANNA( SIH4 )*SARRAY( $IH4 )/DEION
B=O.O
ELSE IF ( IS .EQ. HE ) THE!
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C DEFAULT EXPRESSIONS FOR FLUID
PROPERTIES
The default expressions used by FLUENT to calculate fluid properties are summarized in the tables
of this Appendix. See Section 3.4.2 for a more complete description of fluid properties.
Table C.I: Nomenclature For Table C.2 - C.8
Cp
/
i
j
k
K
Kil
IKi
M
n
P
R
T
X
Y
GREEK
p
cr
heat
binary diffusion coefficient
thermal diffusion coefficient
degrees of freedom of molecule
species number
species number
thermal conductivity
matrix defined by equatioits 3.82 and 3.83
cofactor of matrix K
cofactor of matrix K
determinant of matrix K
molecular weight
total number of species
pressure
gas constant
temperature
mass fraction
mole fraction
potential energy well depth for the Lennard*Jones
potential energy function
viscosity
density
molecule size parameter for the Lermard-Jones
potential energy function
function defined by equation 3.66
function for perdiction of binary diffusivity
according to equation 3.75. Tabulated in
reference[9].
function for prediction of viscosity according to
equation 3.75. Tabulated in reference [9].
SUBSCRIPTS AND SUPERSCRIPTS
i | species number
j [ species numbermix g_ mixture
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Table C.2: Summary of Default Expressions for Density
Composition Dependent
Ideal Gas Composition Independent Menu-Accessed User-Subroutine
Model
Enabled
Disabled
PA4
-if'F
Polynomial P_mction of Temperature
Piecewise Linear Function of
Temperature
P
R_EL,
Ideal Gas
Model
Enabled
Disabled
Table C.3: Summary of Default Expressions for Viscosity
Composition Dependent
Composition Independent Menu-Accessed
Polynomial Function of Temperature
Piecewise-Linear Function of
Temperature
Polynomial Function of Temperature
Piecewise-Linear Function of
Temperature
Ein_l n Yt_i
User-Subroutine
¢i_ ----
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Ideal
Model
Enabled
Disabled
Gas
Table C.4: Summary of Default
Composition Independent
1 R
._, (f,+ _)
Polynomial Function of Temperature
Piecewise-Linear Function of
Temperature
Polynomial Function of Temperature
Piecewise-Linear Function of
Temperature
Expressions for Specific Heat
Composition Dependent
Menu-Accessed
_'_=1 XiCp,i
_.,r_= 1 XiCp,i
User-Subroutine
_'_=1 XiCp,i
Table C.5: Summary of Default Expressions for Thermal Conductivity
Composition Dependent
Ideal Gas Composition Independent Menu-Accessed User-Subroutine
Model
Enabled
Disabled
Polynomial Function of Temperature
Piecewise-Linear Function of
Temperature
Polynomial Function of Temperature
Piecewise-Lineax Function of
Temperature
Y_k_
EL1 EL, ", *.
¢ij =
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Table C.6: Summary of Default Expressions for Binary Mass Diffusivit¥
Composition Dependent
Ideal Gas
Model
Enabled
Disabled
Composition Independent
p_--g-_SW_._ _ _ +
Polynomial Function of Temperature
Piecewise-Linear Function of
Temperature
Polynomial Function of Temperature
Piecewise-Linear Function of
Temperature
Menu-Accessed User-Subroutine
Not Available
1 o"
a0 = _( i + vj)
(_/_),, = _/(_/_),(_/_b
Table C.7: Summary of Default
Ideal Gas Composition Independent
Model
Enabled
Disabled
Ex
Polynomial Function of Temperature
Piecewise-Lineax Function
Temperature
of
Polynomial Function of Temperature
Piecewise-Linear Function
Temperature
of
)ressions for Multicomponent Mass Diffusivity
Composition Dependent
Men u-Accessed
fib4
User-Subroutine
No Default Expression
Implemented
No Default Expression
Implemented
[K[ = determinant of matrix K
KJ', K _' = cofactors of matrix K
Kij = element (i, j) of matrix K, defined by:
k=l,¢i
Kij =0 for i=j
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Table C.8: Summary of Default Expressions for Soret Coefficient
Composition Dependent
Ideal Gas Composition Independent Menu-Accessed User-Subroutine
Model
Polynomial Function of Temperature
Piecewise-Linear Function of
Temperature
Polynomial Function of Temperature
0.511 ]/_,t .M0.sxty. -Xi
AA0.489 y,
L _.._i= 1 ""i t,
D T = -2.59(10-7)T °'659Enabled
Piecewise-Linear Function of
Temperature
Disabled
Not Available
D_ = -2.59(10-')T °'es9
r .-.i'°s_Y., - x, ]/_'" A,O.S_I y,L/__i= 1 --,, t
AA0,489y. I
"='t tj
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